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Abstract

The rapid increase of energy demand for transportation generates a rise of environmental
pollution, stimulating the development of alternative sources of energy. Biomass is considered as
the main organic carbon source of energy to substitute petroleum permitting sustainable
production of chemicals and transportation fuels. Biowastes, residues and non-edible feedstock
possess high potential resources avoiding food competition.

This research aims to convert starch-based industrial waste, potato peels, into reducing sugars
and platform molecules, such as glucose. These high added-value chemicals can further be
transformed into chemicals and fuels. Catalytic conversion of starch, the main constituent of
potato peels, was activated with non-conventional technologies to enhance the depolymerisation
rate and to reduce energy consumption according to the principles of green chemistry.

Depolymerisation of starch was first performed in acidic water as reaction medium assisted
with ultrasonic and/or microwave irradiation. Ultrasonic irradiation enhanced mass transfer of
heterogeneous system, whereas the use of microwaves improved heat transfer in the reaction
medium. The frequency applied leads to different effects on heterogeneous systems: low
frequencies irradiation (below 100 kHz) generates turbulences resulting in enhanced transport
properties, whereas higher frequencies produce chemical effects. Catalytic conversion of starch
into reducing sugars required more energy than individual irradiation could provide. Simultaneous
irradiation, combining ultrasound and microwave or several ultrasonic frequencies, on potato
peels led to 50% yield of sugars without former separation processes, at moderate temperature. A
weak synergetic effect was only observed with potato peels. 

The second part of this research is dedicated to study the effect of catalytic reaction medium
(acids, ionic liquids). More appropriate systems possess the ability to dissolve and hydrolyse
carbohydrates: specific ionic liquids. A room-temperature ionic liquid and a task-specific ionic
liquid were selected for their solvability properties to dissolve and depolymerise starch present in
potato peels. The depolymerisation of starch in the task-specific ionic liquid generated a yield of
43% of sugars, without former separation process.

Keywords: biomass processing, combined technologies, microwave irradiation, potato
peel, starch, task-specific ionic liquid, ultrasound irradiation
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Tiivistelmä

Liikenteen energiantarpeen nopea kasvu on johtanut päästöjen sekä ympäristösaasteiden lisään-
tymiseen. Biomassa on merkittävä raaka-ainevaihtoehto fossiiliselle hiilelle energian, kemikaali-
en ja liikenteen polttonesteiden tuotannossa. Erityisesti jätebiomassoilla on suuri merkitys bio-
massaraaka-aineena, koska ne eivät kilpaile ruoantuotannon kanssa.

Väitöskirjatutkimuksen tavoitteena on tärkkelyspohjaisen teollisen jätteen, perunan kuoriliet-
teen, katalyyttinen muuttaminen pelkistäviksi sokereiksi ja ns. platform-kemikaaleiksi, kuten
glukoosiksi. Näistä korkean lisäarvon omaavista välituotteista voidaan edelleen valmistaa uusia
biomassapohjaisia kemikaaleja ja polttoaineita. Tärkkelyksen, perunankuoren keskeisimmän
aineosan, muuttaminen tehtiin tässä työssä mm. ultraääni- ja mikroaaltoavusteisella hajotuksel-
la. Tavoitteena oli parantaa perunan kuorilietteen liukenemis- ja hajoamisnopeutta, lisätä saan-
toa sekä vähentää energian kulutusta vihreän kemian periaatteiden mukaisesti. 

Tärkkelyksen depolymerointi tehtiin ensin happokatalysoidussa liuoksessa ultraäänen ja/tai
mikroaaltojen avulla. Ultraäänihajotus lisäsi aineensiirtoa heterogeenisessä reaktioväliaineessa,
kun taas mikroaallot lisäsivät lämmönsiirtoa reaktioseoksessa. Eri ultraäänitaajuuksilla havait-
tiin olevan erilaisia vaikutuksia reaktioseokseen: alhaisilla taajuuksilla (alle 100 kHz) muodostu-
neet pyörteiset virtaukset edistivät aineensiirtoa ja korkeammat taajuudet kemiallisia ilmiöitä.
Tärkkelyksen katalyyttinen depolymerointi vaatii enemmän energiaa kuin perinteisillä menetel-
millä, kuten lämmittämällä, voidaan tuottaa. Yhdistämällä ultraäänen ja mikroaaltojen säteily-
tystä tai eri taajuuden omaavia ultraääniä, yli 50% perunajätteen tärkkelyksestä saadaan hajotet-
tua pelkistyneiksi sokereiksi alhaisissa lämpötiloissa. Sen sijaan, ainoastaan perunankuorijätteel-
lä havaittiin heikko synenerginen efekti mitä ei havaittu vertailunäytteellä (perunajauho).

Toisena tavoitteena oli tutkia katalyyttisen reaktioseoksen (hapot, ioniset liuottimet) vaiku-
tusta perunan kuorijätteen ja sen sisältämän tärkkelyksen liuottamiseen ja hajottamiseen. Erityi-
sesti keskityttiin uusiin, spesifisiin ionisiin liuottimiin, jotka kykenevät samanaikaisesti sekä liu-
ottamaan että hydrolysoimaan hiilihydraatteja. Huoneenlämpötilassa toimiva spesifinen ioninen
liuotin valittiin sen katalyyttisten ominaisuuksien vuoksi. Tässä liuottimessa kuorilietteen sisäl-
tämästä tärkkelyksestä pelkistyneiden sokerien saanto oli 43%. 

Asiasanat: biomassan prosessointi, katalyyttinen, mikroaaltosäteily, perunan kuorijäte,
spesifinen ioninen liuotin, tärkkelys, ultraäänisäteily
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Résumé

La forte demande en énergie, la conscience sociale sur les changements climatiques mondiaux et
l'épuisement à moyen terme des réserves d’énergies fossiles stimulent le développement de
ressources alternatives. Considérée comme la principale source de carbone organique
renouvelable, la biomasse peut être utilisée pour remplacer les carburants d’origine fossile tout en
étant plus respectueuse de l’environnement. Des déchets biosourcés ainsi que des végétaux
d’origine agricole ou forestière, appelés biomasse végétale, possèdent de fort potentiels évitant la
concurrence alimentaire.

Cette recherche a pour objectif de convertir un déchet industriel amidonné, des pelures de
pommes de terre, en sucres réducteurs et molécules plateformes, tels que le glucose, qui par la
suite peuvent être transformées en carburants de transport. 

L’utilisation des ultrasons ainsi que des micro-ondes, méthodes non-conventionnelles, en
milieu acide ont permis d’améliorer le rendement ainsi que de réduire la consommation
énergétique en accord avec les principes de la chimie verte. L’irradiation ultrasonore améliore le
transfert de masse de systèmes hétérogènes, alors que les micro-ondes renforcent le transfert de
chaleur dans le milieu réactionnel. De plus, la fréquence ultrasonore appliquée induit différents
effets sur le système : les ultrasons de basse fréquence (en dessous de 100 kHz) génèrent des
turbulences améliorant les propriétés de transport de la matière, alors que les ultrasons de plus
haute fréquence produisent des effets chimiques, tels que la formation de radicaux libres. L’apport
énergétique fourni par les ultrasons et micro-ondes seuls étant insuffisant, l’utilisation
d’irradiations simultanées et combinées a conduit à un rendement de 50% de sucres depuis
l’amidon, ne nécessitant aucun procédé de séparation pré-réactionnel. Un faible effet synergique
a pu être observé sur la dépolymérisation de la pelure de pommes de terre.

L’étude d’un milieu réactionnel permettant simultanément la dissolution ainsi que l’hydrolyse
des glucides présents dans la matière première est développée dans la seconde partie de ce
mémoire. Certains liquides ioniques possèdent les propriétés recherchées. La dépolymérisation de
l'amidon dans un liquide ionique à tâches spécifiques a permis d’obtenir un rendement de 43% de
sucres, sans aucun procédé de séparation pré-réactionnel.

Mots clés: amidon, liquide ionique à tâches spécifiques, micro-ondes, pelures de
pommes de terre, technologies combinées, transformation de la biomasse, ultrasons
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Symbols and Abbreviations  

Symbols 

 vacuum permittivity 

 dielectric permittivity 

 dielectric constant 

 dielectric loss 

λ wavelength 

μ magnetic susceptibility  

tan δ dielectric loss tangent  

Abbreviations 

5-HMF 5-hydromethylfurfural 

[AMIM]Cl 1-allyl-3-methylimidazolium chloride 

[AMIM]HCOO 1-allyl-3-methylimidazolium carboxylate 

ATR attenuated total reflectance  

BAIL Brønsted-acidic ionic liquids 

[BMIM]Cl 1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium chloride 

BF4
-  tetrafluoroborate 

DHB 2,5-dihydroxybenzoic acid 

DMF dimethylformamide 

DMSO dimethylsulfoxide 

DNS 3,4-dinitrosalicylic acid 

DPS dry potato sludge 

FE-SEM field emission scanning electronic microscopy 

FTIR Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy  

HPLC high performance liquid chromatography 

IL ionic liquid 

ISM industrial scientific and medical frequencies 

MALDI-TOF matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionisation – time-of-flight  

MW microwave 

N(CN)2
-  dicyanamide 

NMR nuclear magnetic resonance  

NTf2
-  bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide  
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PF6
-  hexafluorophosphate  

PS potato starch 

RT room temperature 

RTIL room temperature ionic liquid 

SEM scanning electronic microscopy  

[SBMIM]Cl 1-(4-sulfonylbutyl)-3-methylimidazolium chloride 

[SPMIM]Cl 1-(3-sulfonylpropyl)-3-methylimidazolium chloride 

TGA thermogravimetric analysis 

TRS total reducing sugars 

US ultrasound 

UV ultraviolet 
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1 Introduction  

1.1 Background 

In 2011 the world’s total petroleum consumption reached 88,256 thousand barrels 

per day. This represents an increase of nearly 30,000 thousand barrels per day 

over the last thirty years as shown in Fig. 1. In 2010, 80% of the fossil fuels were 

employed for primary energy consumption and 58% were consumed by the 

transport sector [1].  

 

 

Fig. 1. Total petroleum consumption from 1981 to 2011 in thousand of barrels per day 

[2]. 

The high demand of energy, the social awareness about global climate changes 

and the medium-term depletion of fossil fuel reserves are stimulating the 

development of alternative sources of energy. However, the transition of a 

petroleum-based economy to renewable resources appears challenging and 

requires new strategies. Indeed, petrochemical technologies, developed over the 

last 100 years, are inadequate for biomass-based feedstock. However, various 

technologies, which have been in development over the last few decades, have 

focused on distinctive sustainable sources of energy. Solar, wind, hydroelectric 

and geothermic activities are attractive renewable resources that can used to 

substitute coal or natural gas. Biomass, known as the only resource of organic 
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carbon, is also considered as an alternative resource for fossil fuels. In order not 

to reproduce the mistake of focusing on a single source of energy for 

transportation fuels, biomass has to be considered as part of the alternative 

resources among the aforementioned sources.  

Diverse functionalities available on biomass-based molecules render them 

very attractive as platform molecules. These molecules contain multiple 

functionalities in their structures, suitable for transformation into valuable 

chemicals. Sugars (glucose, xylose), polyols (sorbitol, xylitol, glycerol), furans 

(furfural, 5-hydroxymethylfurfural), acids (3-Hydroxypropanoic acid, levulinic 

acid) and alcohols (ethanol, butanol) are platform molecules from biomass [3]. 

Moreover, these biomass-derived molecules present a high degree of oxygenated 

groups, thereby possessing low volatility, high reactivity and low thermal stability 

compare to petroleum-based chemicals. These characteristics imply the 

possibility exists of performing catalytic processes in an aqueous-phase at an 

intermediate temperature.  

Competition between edible biomass and food would appear to be 

inconceivable. Agro-residues, industrial wastes, trees and non-food corps possess 

valuable components that can be converted into biochemicals, biomaterials and 

bioenergy [4]. Industrial by-products possess valuable chemicals considered as 

raw materials for platform molecules. As such there are plenty of industrially 

generated by-products that can be transformed into high-value added chemicals. A 

Finnish company, Jepuan Peruna Oy, provides ready-cooked varieties of vacuum 

potatoes for professional catering. The potatoes are peeled before being delivered 

which, in 2010, generated 20 tonnes per day of potato peels. Less than 90% of the 

sludge waste is transported, via conventional transportation, to cattle and pig farms. 

The remaining 10% is transported to a waste dump for fertiliser and soil improver 

production. 

The potatoes are peeled mechanically with rotation peaks so that part of the 

potato is removed. Potato waste is considered as a low-value by-product in the food 

industry but is considered to be a high potential raw material for transportation fuels. 

The potato sludge from Jepuan Peruna Oy comprised of two thirds water and one 

third dry matter. Almost 29% of the potato sludge (88% of the dry content) can be 

valorised into sugar platform molecules.  
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1.2 Scope and objectives 

The purpose of this thesis is to valorise potato sludge waste into platform molecules, 

such as sugars, for an eventual conversion into alcohol-based fuels. This goal can be 

reached through the utilisation of the green chemistry concept. The main component 

of potato sludge is starch, a macromolecule that can be hydrolysed into sugars with 

enzymes or acids. Long reaction time, temperature and pH controls render the 

utilisation of enzymes complicated and demanding in energy. The combination of acid 

hydrolysis with non-conventional technologies might be capable of reducing the 

reaction time and the energy consumption.  

The first research part of this thesis is focused on the combination of proper 

solvents enhanced with non-conventional technologies, such as microwave and 

ultrasound. Reduction of the reaction time, decrease of the energy consumption, 

increase of the selectivity and enhancement of reactivity are some advantages related 

to the principles of green chemistry. Microwave and ultrasound technologies respond 

to this demand and generate distinctive effects suitable for carbohydrate chemistry. In 

the first part, a comparison of the various technologies employed for the degradation 

of the potato sludge is investigated (Paper I).  

It is noteworthy to combine these new technologies in order to envisage 

synergetic interactions. The second part of the discussion as well as two articles is 

dedicated to the effects generated with the combination of microwave and ultrasound 

irradiations (Paper III). The ultimate challenge of this biomass valorisation is the 

design and construction of a new reactor combining two distinctive ultrasonic 

frequencies enabling simultaneously physical and chemical effects on the starch-

based materials (Paper IV).   

The final part of this thesis integrates fundamental research amongst modification 

of the reaction medium. Previously, conversion of potato sludge was performed in a 

water-based heterogeneous medium. However, homogeneous reactions present 

relevant advantages, e.g. solubility and stability of components, heat control with 

exothermic reaction, availability of the catalytic sites compared to heterogeneous 

analogous. Adequate ionic liquids dissolve carbohydrates, which are non soluble in 

water. Ionic liquids respond to the principles of green chemistry thereby preventing 

waste generation, being non-inflammable solvents, incorporating all reagents to the 

final product (atom economy) and recycling materials in processes.[5, 6] Two ionic 

liquids have been selected for their abilities to dissolve and hydrolyse carbohydrates:  

1-allyl-3-methylimidazolium chloride [AMIM]Cl and 1-(4-sulfonylbutyl)-3-

methylimidazolium chloride [SBMIM]Cl (Paper II).  
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Thus, the context of this thesis is to depolymerise starch-based industrial 

waste into reducing sugars (e.g. glucose) via non-conventional activation 

technologies using microwave and ultrasound irradiation or via ionic liquids as 

new reaction media.  
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2 Waste potato peel: a raw material for biofuels 
via a sugar platform 

2.1 Sugars and carbohydrates 

Definitions & structure 

Carbohydrates, a major source of metabolic energy for plants and animals, are 

products of photosynthesis, an endothermic reductive condensation of carbon 

dioxide, water and photons. Historically, carbohydrates or hydrates of carbon 

were defined as Cn(H2O)m substances with the same ratio of H:O as water 2:1 (e.g. 

glucose C6(H2O)6 or sucrose C12(H2O)11). They are also referred to as 

polyhydroxyl acetaldehydes and polyhydroxyl ketones. They can be categorised 

into non-complex or complex saccharides and also according to their molecular 

weight. Monosaccharides refer to non-complex saccharides with low molecular 

weight and possess a single glycosidic unit (e.g. glucose, fructose, xylose, etc.). 

Disaccharides refer to complex saccharides with low molecular weight possessing 

two glycosidic units. Oligosaccharides (3 to 10 glycosidic units, which are 

adjustable) and polysaccharides belong to complex saccharides possessing 

intermediate and high molecular weight, respectively, and are jointed by acetal or 

ketal linkages (see fig. 2). A complementary definition of carbohydrates can be 

based on the reduction or oxidation of the carbonyl group to produce alcohols or 

acids, respectively. They can also be based on the derivatisation or replacement of 

one or more hydroxyl moieties by various chemical groups (phosphoric acid to 

give phosphor-sugars, sulphuric acid to give sulpho-sugars, hydrogen to give 

deoxysugars, amino groups (NH2 or acetyl-NH2) to give amino sugars) [7].   

 

 

Fig. 2. Functional groups derived from aldehydes and ketones formed by the addition 

of an alcohol on the carbonyl group.  
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The nomenclature of monosaccharides is complex. Monosaccharides can be 

classified by the number of carbons atoms: diose (2), triose (3), tetrose (4), 

pentose (5), hexose (6), heptose (7). Simple monosaccharides have a linear and 

unbranched carbon skeleton with one carbonyl (C=O) functional group, and one 

hydroxyl (OH) group on each of the remaining carbon atoms. The addition of 

water generates intermolecular reactions and forms hemiacetal or hemiketal 

cycles. A five-membered ring is called furanose, whereas a six-membered is 

pyranose. Addition of a hydroxyl group creates an asymmetric centre and gives 

two enantiomeric forms. The chiral carbon leads to two different configurations 

(special arrangements), named α and β (see Fig. 3). Assignment of D or L is also 

used to define sugars for dextrorotation (rotates the polarisation axis clockwise) 

and levorotation (rotates the polarisation axis anti-clockwise), respectively 

according to the orientation of the asymmetric carbon furthest from the carbonyl 

group. The structure of carbohydrates is particularly complex and thoroughly 

detailed in literature [8–10]. 

 

 

Fig. 3. From left to right: Fischer projection of D-glucose and L-glucose, α-D-

glucopyranose and β-D-glucopyranose.  

Mutarotation 

Evidence has shown that α and β diastereoisomer sugars are in equilibrium and 

underwent a specific rotation, also known as mutarotation. For instance, while D-

glucose is dissolved in water, the α and β forms are in equilibrium with a small 

amount of open-chain form, shown in Fig. 4. Theoretically, the mixture contains 

five different structural forms of glucose: α-D-glucopyranose, β-D-glucopyranose, 

α-D-glucofuranose, β-D-glucofuranose and an open chain free aldehyde [11].  
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Table 1. Mutarotation between α-D-glucose and β-D-glucose, where [α]D is the specific 

rotation and m.p. is the melting point and the percentage of each form in equilibrium 

in the aqueous medium  

α-D-glucose  open-chain form  β-D-glucose 

(36%) – [α]D=+112° 
 

(0.02%) [α]D=+52° 
 

(64%) – [α]D=+19° 

m.p. = 146°C  m.p. = 150°C 

 

 

Fig. 4. Mechanism of the mutarotation of α- and β- anomers in an aqueous medium.  

Mutarotation, catalysed by acids and bases, is negligible between a pH of 4 and 6. 

Temperature also influences the formation of furanose tautomers. At 20°C, α-

pyranose and β-pyranose are in majority with 36.4 and 63.4%, whereas at 31°C, 

α-furanose, β-furanose and the open chain form are present in the solution (α-

pyranose 38%, β-pyranose 62%, α-furanose 0.5%, β-furanose 0.5% and open 

chain 0.002%) [7]. These glucose forms have various physical and chemical 

properties (e.g. optical rotation, solubility, reactivity) whilst mutarotation has an 

influence on several factors: (1) solubility; (2) hydration of the crystal form – 

hygroscopicity; (3) crystal shape and size [10].  

Glucose – a platform molecule 

Biomass conversion into building blocks (monosaccharides, proteins, 

triglycerides) is essential for biorefineries. Glucose is considered as a building 

block to platform molecules, defined as a compound with a potential use in the 

production of high value-added chemicals. In other words, carbohydrates are 

converted into building blocks and serve as platform molecules for essential 

chemicals. Platform molecules provided from the biomass are currently known as 

bio-platform molecules [3, 12–14]. 
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Fig. 5. Principal platform chemicals revisited in 2010 [3]. 

Reducing sugars and non-reducing sugars 

Sugars containing aldehyde or ketone groups that can be oxidised to carboxylic 

acids are classified as reducing sugars, such as aldoses and ketoses. Reducing 

sugars possess hemiacetal or hemiketal that can be oxidised into carboxylic acid 

and can undergo mutarotation, as opposed to non-reducing sugars with their own 

acetal or ketal cannot be oxidised into carboxylic acid and cannot undergo 

mutarotation [10]. Reducing sugars are able to condense with amines in a 

Maillard reaction. Maltose, a reducing sugar and sucrose, a non-reducing sugar 

are represented in Fig. 6. 

 
 

  

Fig. 6. Examples of maltose as a reducing sugar (left side) and sucrose as a non-

reducing sugar (right side). 
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2.2 Starch – a particular polysaccharide  

Structure 

Starch is a polysaccharide with a granular structure whose size, shape, 

morphology, composition and molecular structure depend on the botanical source. 

Starch can be produced in cereal grains (wheat, rice, corn, oats or barley) as well 

as tubers (potatoes). According to the origin of starch, the average size of the 

granule varies from 1μm (rice) to 100μm (potato) whilst its shape can be regular 

(e.g. spherical, ovoid, angular) or irregular. Starch molecules are arranged in the 

plant in alternative semi-crystalline and amorphous layers (120–400 nm). Starch 

molecules are built up by two homopolymers, exclusively composed of α-D-

glucose monomers (also known as glucan), amylose and amylopectin [15].  

Amylose is mainly composed of α-D-(1,4)-glycosidic linked and represents 

about 20 to 30% by weight of starch. Some parts are also slightly branched in α-

D-(1,6)-linkages. The ring geometry of amylose molecules orients them in 

parallel within a hollow helix type, by adopting a six-fold (six-glucans), left-

handed parallel double helix conformation. Inter-linkage hydrogen bonds permit 

the double helix to be stabilised. The orientation of the monomers units of 

polysaccharides ensures their geometrical shape or conformations by adopting the 

lowest energies possible. Conformations are specific to each polysaccharide. A 

detailed chapter about the conformations of polysaccharides is available in 

literature [16]. Amylose possesses a reducing end and a non-reducing end. Its 

affinity with moisture is due to the abundance of hydroxyl bonds.  

Amylopectin (70 to 80% by weight) is a highly branched polysaccharide 

connected through α-D-(1,4) and α-D-(1,6)-glycosidic bonds. Amylopectin 

possesses one reducing sugar end and plenty of non-reducing sugar ones due to 

the α-1,6 linkages. These linkages are connected, non-randomly [17], every 20–

25 glucan units [18]. The branched function of amylopectin renders its affinity 

with moisture negligible. Amylopectin is a large molecule that reduces its 

mobility in solution due to the non-existent inter-chain hydroxyl bonds. 

Amylopectin molecules are classified as three broad classes of glycosidic chains, 

A-type, B-type and C-type. The double helices in the crystalline part crystallise in 

these three types of polymorph. A-type starches are the shortest chains; the 

granules are disk-like or lenticular in shape, which is a characteristic of most 

cereal starches. The double stranded segments are organised in a monoclinic unit 

cell. B-type starches are the longest chains and roughly spherical or polygonal in 
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shape, characteristic of tubers and roots starches. Water channels are formed in 

the centre of the double helices in hexagonal unit cells. C-type are characteristic 

of pea and bean starches [19]. The lattice of C-type is a mixture of the two 

previous types [20]. Amylopectin is the major component of potato starch and its 

molecular weight can reach 107 Da (atomic mass unit). 

Amylose and amylopectin are represented in Fig. 7. They are cross-linked; 

the two components are side-by-side inside the granules.  

 

  

Fig. 7. Structure of amylose (left-side) in a chair conformation – bonded in α-D-(1,4) 

glycosidic linkage, linear molecule with a six glycosidic units double helical shape (6-

fold helix) and amylopectin (right-side), also in a chair conformation – bonded in α-D-

(1,4) and α-D-(1,6) glycosidic linkage, which gives a highly branched structure. 

Starch possesses crystalline and amorphous parts. The crystallinity reflects the 

organisation of amylopectin, while amylose owns most of the amorphous that are 

randomly distributed among the amylopectin clusters [21]. Amylopectin is semi-

crystalline due to the alternative part of 6–8 nm highly crystalline lamellae and 1–

3 nm amorphous lamellae containing most of the α-D-(1,6)-linkages [20]. 

Amylopectin crystalline and amorphous lamellae structure is represented in Fig. 8 

via a schematic model on the left side and an overview of the starch granule 

structure on the right side. 
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Fig. 8. Overview of a starch granule representing different semi-crystalline and 

amorphous layers; amylopectin is located in semi-crystalline layers containing 

crystalline and amorphous lamellae. 

Potato starch possesses low amounts of non-carbohydrate components, with less 

than 0.5% of proteins and no lipid compared to other root or tuber starches which, 

renders it an attractive starch. Under polarised light, the granules of potato starch 

are birefringent, which induces a high degree of molecular order in the granule 

[19].  

The presence of phosphorous in starch has been known for a long time and 

has a significant effect on physico-chemical properties. It can be found in three 

major forms in starches: phosphate monoesters, phospholipids and inorganic 

phosphates. Phosphorous is naturally present in various starches (cereals, roots, 

tubers and legumes), in phosphate monoesters (covalently bonded) for tubers and 

roots starches and in phospholipids for cereal starches. The amount of 

phosphorous depends on the source of starch and varies from 0.01 to 0.09% (w/w) 

[22]. Potato starch possesses up to 0.09% of phosphate monoesters, linked in C-2 

(1%), C-3 (38%) and C-6 (61%) on the glucose units (Fig. 9). Phosphate 

monoesters are principally located in the amorphous part of the semi-crystalline 

layer and the amorphous layers [20]. Phosphate monoesters are naturally charged 

and increase the electrostatic repulsion between molecules [19]. No phosphate 

groups are located on the non-reducing end of sugars or closer than nine 

glycosidic units from an α-1,6 branch point [23].  
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Fig. 9. Phosphate monoester in C-6 (left side) and C-3 (right side) on an α-glycosidic 

component.  

Starch gelatinisation 

In an aqueous reaction medium and with the presence of heat (>55°C), an 

irreversible process occurs that breaks down the intermolecular bonds allowing 

the hydrogen sites to soak up water – starch gelatinisation. This disruption 

generates granular swelling, loss of birefringence, viscosity increase and 

solubilisation of starch. The temperature of gelatinisation depends on the source 

of starch. The first step of gelatinisation appears to be the cleavage of existing 

starch-starch-OH bonds (endothermic reaction) and the second is the formation of 

starch-solvent-OH bonds (exothermic reaction). Afterwards, the unwinding of the 

amylopectin helices occurs with the formation of amylose-lipid complexes. The 

lamellar breakup and the disentanglement of the double helices happens 

simultaneously [21]. 

Potato starch has a high swelling power, probably due to the large amount of 

phosphate monoesters in the amorphous part of the semi-crystalline region. The 

repulsion of the charge phosphate group in the adjacent chains can increase the 

absorption of water within the starch molecule and render the crystalline part to 

be prone to hydration [24]. Swelling power mainly occurs on the amorphous 

region [25]. When starch has reached its gelatinisation point and then cooled 

down, the retrogradation process occurs. The linear parts in amylose and 

amylopectin realign themselves in a more crystalline structure to form 

intermolecular hydrogen bonds.  
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Comparison with other important glucose units polysaccharides 

Cellulose is often compared with starch, due to their various similarities. 

Cellulose is built of glucose units or glucan, linked by β-1,4 bonds, where minor 

bonding differences cause major differences in physicochemical properties and 

interactivity [26]. Dextran, a branched glucan polymers linked in α-1,3 and α-1,6 

glycosidic bonds, is also compared to starch molecules for their resemblances. 

Glycogen, a similar structure to amylopectin polysaccharide, is more branched 

and compact than starch, is a constituent of the principal carbohydrate storage 

material in animals and present chiefly in liver, muscle, fungi and yeasts. Chitosan is 

a glucan polysaccharide with β-1,4-glucosamine and N-acetyl-D-glucosamine 

linkages, principally produced by deacetylation (alkali) or a enzymatic reaction of 

chitin, a component of the exoskeleton of arthropods (crustaceans), endoskeleton 

cephalopods or in fungi walls [27]. All of these carbohydrates, with their fascinating 

structures and properties, have been degraded into sugars assisted with various 

techniques and technologies undermentioned, are comparable with the degradation of 

starch molecules.  
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3 Depolymerisation techniques for complex 
carbohydrates   

3.1 Ultrasound irradiation 

3.1.1 Ultrasound irradiation applied to chemistry: sonochemistry  

Sound is a wave produced by a mechanical vibration transmitted through a liquid, 

solid or gas. The sound range of the human ear is from around 20 Hz to 20 kHz. 

Ultrasound is the sound wave in the range of 20 kHz to 500 MHz. The application 

of an ultrasonic wave for a chemical reaction belongs to the field of 

sonochemistry. The range of sonochemistry is from about 20 kHz to 2 MHz [28]. 

Diagnostic ultrasound is in the range of 5 to 15 MHz for imaging large (5 MHz) 

to small (10–15 MHz) organs [29]. The range of sonochemistry can be divided 

into two main areas. The first one implies low frequencies between 20 and 100 

kHz, which is also considered as a high power area. The other part involves 

intermediate and higher frequencies and therefore low energy power, with a range 

from 200 kHz to 2 MHz. The frequency applied leads to different effects [30, 31].   

The ultrasonic wave is propagated in the medium and provokes the 

compression and rarefaction of the molecules implied. While the power generated 

by the rarefaction cycle is higher than the attraction force of the molecules, the 

formation of cavitation bubbles occur. In other words, the cavitation bubbles are 

formed during the rarefaction period. The cavitation bubbles grow according to 

the compression/rarefaction cycles and reach a kinetic energy where the collapse 

of the bubbles generates extremely high pressure and temperature (thousands of 

atmospheres and degrees). When the bubbles collapse, the pressure released into 

the medium propagates the ultrasound irradiation through shockwaves producing 

erosion and molecular degradations. Details about the time period of bubbles’ 

collapse can be found in existing literature [28]. 
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Fig. 10. Overall phase diagram of the collapse of a cavitation bubble.  

The overall phase diagram in Fig. 12 shows the phenomenon of cavitation with 

the growth and collapse of a bubble. Cavitation could be assimilated to a decrease 

of pressure without any temperature variation [32].  

Principal factors affecting the cavitation phenomenon are the incident 

frequency, temperature, choice of solvent, acoustic power, external pressure and 

the type of gas. The unique phenomenon leads to several effects according to the 

frequency known as ‘mechanical’ and ‘chemical’ effects. The cavitation bubbles 

are following compression/rarefaction cycles and their conditions implosion 

depends on the period of the cycles and requires a finite time. Theoretically, at 

low frequency, i.e. 20 kHz, the period of a cycle is 50 μs (20,000 Hz = 20,000 

cycles per second) therefore the rarefaction cycle is 25 μs. The cavitation bubbles 

undergo a collapse when the kinetic energy is high enough, which produces 

shockwaves. These shockwaves propagate in the medium and generate efficient 

mixing. This phenomenon is also known as transient cavitation. Bubbles oscillate 

through several acoustic cycles and gain high quantities of energy before 

collapsing. At higher frequency, i.e. 500 kHz, the rarefaction cycle is 25 times 

faster than at 20 kHz (500,000 cycles per second, 2 μs). The shortness of the 

rarefaction cycle does not permit the cavitation bubbles to grow to a size that is 

sufficient in provoking the disruption of the medium while the bubbles collapse. 

In parallel with transient cavitation, this previous phenomenon is called stable 

cavitation. Bubbles collapse within one or two acoustic cycles into smaller ones, 
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which act as a nuclei for further bubbles or dissolve into the bulk into large forces 

due to surface tension [28]. A violent collapse occurs in the absence of gas to 

contain the implosion. The extremely high temperature formed within the bubble 

leads to the formation of highly reactive species such as radicals. 

Various factors influence on the formation, growth and collapse of the 

cavitation bubbles. Increasing the reaction temperature decreases the acoustic 

intensity. Indeed the vapour pressure of solvents increases with the temperature. 

Formed bubbles of vapour pressure penetrate and weaken the cohesive forces and 

therefore the cavitation bubbles, which decreases the acoustic amplitude during 

the crucial rarefaction cycle. Optimal temperature should be a compromise 

between the efficiency of the chemical system and the formation of the cavitation 

bubbles.  

The choice of the solvent is also an essential parameter and causes various 

effects on the cavitation bubbles. In the case of a homogeneous liquid phase, the 

collapse of the cavitation bubbles produces the fragmentation of molecules and 

the formation of highly reactive radicals. The sonication of water, called sonolysis, 

allows the formation of HO radicals. In heterogeneous media, typically in 

liquid/liquid and solid/liquid systems, the collapse of the cavitation bubbles is 

stronger at the interface and forms microjets. The liquid jet generated provokes a 

violent disruption of the interface. In the case of liquid/liquid interface, the liquid 

jet forms a stable emulsion, whereas in the solid/liquid one, the jet provokes a 

shock on the solid surface, which produces erosion and increases the surface 

reactivity and mass transfer [28]. Moreover, viscous and high surface tension 

liquids have strong intermolecular forces, which reduce the cavitation 

phenomenon.  

Another factor affecting the cavitation phenomenon is acoustic power. A 

dense cloud of cavitation bubbles may occur near the surface of the ultrasonic tip, 

while a too high acoustic power is applied [33]. The acoustic energy provided is 

therefore reduced. The variation of the amplitude delivered to the ultrasonic horn 

can be adjusted with a generator, which is unfeasible with an ultrasonic bath. 

Baths operate at frequencies and powers that depend upon the transducers 

employed. The acoustic power is proportional to the amplitude delivered. 

External pressure affects the formation of the cavitation bubbles. If it is 

increased and exceeds the pressure amplitude while the bubble grows, no 

cavitation bubbles are formed [34]. 
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For a high thermal conduction of gas type, the amount of heat will be 

dissipated in the surrounding liquid, resulting in an increase of the heat loss. High 

solubility gases reduce the intensity of the cavitation. 

The degradation of carbohydrates has already been investigated at various 

ultrasonic frequencies: low [35–45], intermediate [37, 43, 46–48] and high [37]. 

The variety of carbohydrates transformable into building blocks (i.e. glucose, 

fructose) present in literature renders the state of the art more challenging. 

Cellulose (β-1,4-glycosidic bond of glucose units) [49–53], chitosan (β-1,4-

glucosamine and N-acetyl-D-glucosamine units)[48, 54, 55], dextran [36, 37] 

ultrasound-assisted degradation has been also investigated. 

3.1.2 Notable previous studies of low frequency irradiation 

In 1994, Choi and Kim published an article about the ‘Effect of ultrasound on 

sulphuric acid-catalysed hydrolysis of starch’[35]. In this study, they utilised low 

frequency ultrasound irradiation to hydrolyse corn starch into glucose with low 

concentration of sulphuric acid. The experiments were performed with a 25 kHz 

probe in a 150 mL sealed reactor. Their first experiments were carried out under 

high pressure, at high temperature and low acid concentration. Their highest yield 

of glucose (63%) was obtained with a pressure of 5.1×105 Pa, at 159°C with 0.3-

wt% sulphuric acid (0.03 mol.L-1). Maltose (with two glycosidic units), 

maltotriose (with three glycosidic units) and hydroxymethyl furfural (HMF) were 

additionally produced during the process. In order to prevent the formation of 

these by-products, the authors performed the experiments at 160°C. Thus, the 

ultrasonic reactor was used to enhance the hydrolysis of starch at low temperature. 

The authors showed that hydrolysis of a 3-wt% starch solution into glucose was 

almost complete after 120 min of ultrasonic irradiation at 100°C with 5-wt% of 

H2SO4 (0.53 mol.L-1). The production of maltose and maltotriose were reduced 

into glucose after 100 min of the experiment. The hydrolysis of starch was also 

performed with mechanical stirring under the same experimental conditions. The 

yield of glucose after 120 min process was about the same than 80 min under 

ultrasonic irradiation. Low frequency irradiation is therefore able to enhance the 

hydrolysis of starch into glucose.  

The following year, J. P. Lorimer and co-workers [36] worked on the 

degradation of aqueous native dextran with a 20 kHz ultrasonic probe. The 

ultrasound dramatically decreased the particles size of the dextran. The 

experiments were performed on 2-w/v% samples at 30°C with an acoustic power 
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of 60W. The increase of the sonication time is related to the decrease of high 

molar mass compounds. A comparison between 480 min irradiation and a 64 

hours thermal hydrolysis was performed under the same conditions. The mass 

distribution of the thermal hydrolysis was similar to the native dextran one. 

Therefore, the ultrasonic irradiation allowed the reduction of the particle size and 

the degradation of aqueous native dextran. The degradation rate decreased about 4 

times while the concentration increased up to 10-w/v%.   

The comparison of various frequencies (35, 500, 800 and 1600 kHz) for the 

degradation of dextrans investigated by Portenlänger and Heusinger [37] revealed 

that the most effective frequency was 35 kHz. Dextrans consist of linear chains of 

glucose molecules linked in α-1,6 and α-1,3-glycosidic bonds. It was shown that 

radical degradation, which occurs mostly at high frequency irradiation, was 

effective for the degradation of low molecular weight compounds, whereas 

mechanical effects were necessary for longer polymer chains.  

Qiang Huang et al. [38] showed in 2007 that low frequency ultrasound could 

degrade the amorphous and crystalline region of a corn starch granule without 

destroying the whole structure of the crystalline part. Maltese crosses, with 

characteristics that closely resemble the structure of the granule, reflect the 

crystalline organisation. Maltese crosses were still visible after the ultrasound 

treatment; hence the structure of the granule remained. The created channels on 

the surface of the granule allowed an increase of the reactivity of any reagent that 

may penetrate into the bulk.  

Jambrak, A. R. et al. [40] studied the low frequency ultrasound effect  

(24 kHz – probe of 7 mm titanium tip and bath) on the physical properties of corn 

starch. They showed that the crystalline molecular structure of corn starch is 

broken within 15 min of irradiation, which induced the formation of hydrogen 

bonds between water and the hydroxyl groups of amylose and amylopectin. The 

ultrasonic intensity applied for the degradation was inversely proportional to the 

size of the chain length of starch. Thus, low frequency ultrasound irradiation is 

able to mechanically damage the structure of starch granules by the shear forces 

caused by the collapse of the cavitation bubbles. However, the increase of the 

power irradiation tended to agglomerate the starch granule, due to the linkages 

between polymers formed by the free hydroxyl bonds.  
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3.1.3 Notable previous studies of high frequency irradiation 

Irradiation of carbohydrates molecules under high frequency was first referred to 

in 1933 [56] when starch at 722 kHz was used to produced shorter chain 

molecules.  

In 2005, Czechowska-Biskup et al.[48] worked on the degradation of 

chitosan and starch under ultrasound irradiation at 360 kHz. Chitosan is a 

polysaccharide composed of β-1,4-D-glucosamine linkages whereas, starch is 

composed of alpha-1,4 and α-1,6-D-glycosidic linkages. Sonolysis was performed 

on 5 g. L-1 of starch in an aqueous solution containing 5.10-2 mol.L-1 NaClO4 for 

35 min at 22°C whilst measuring the average molecular weight of starch as a 

function of sonication time. The experiments were investigated with argon-

saturated solutions to study the influence of the ultrasonic power. A radical 

scavenger, tert-butanol (t-BuOH), was utilised to highlight the potential role of 

the chemical effects with the sonolysis of water producing HO. Tert-butanol 

entrapped the HO formed during the sonolysis of water, decreasing the chemical 

activity of the acoustically submitted water solution. The authors postulated that 

the breakage of the carbohydrates occurred in the mid-point and when a limiting 

critical size was reached, molecules cannot be degraded anymore.  

Recently, Koda and co-workers [43] compared the effect of radical 

scavengers on the ultrasonic degradation of four distinctive carbohydrates (methyl 

cellulose, dextran, pullulan and poly(ethylenoxide)). Water-soluble carbohydrates 

were irradiated at low and higher frequencies (20 and 500 kHz) for four hours, 

which resulted in the carbohydrates generating a shorter average molecular 

weight at 500 kHz than at 20 kHz. As previously, t-BuOH was added to the 

reaction to demonstrate that at 500 kHz chemical effects were responsible for the 

degradation of the polymers. The addition of the scavenger inhibited significantly 

the degradation reaction at 500 kHz but hardly at 20 kHz. The authors 

demonstrated that radical effects also occurred at low frequency to a less extend 

than at higher frequency and also proved that the degradation of carbohydrates at 

low frequency is mainly governed by mechanical effects.  

Table 2 summaries experimental conditions and results of previous studies at 

low and higher frequencies ultrasonic irradiation. 
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Table 2. Experimental conditions, results and conclusions of notable previous studies 

of low and higher frequencies ultrasonic irradiation. 

 Experimental conditions  Results and conclusions 

Choi et al.[35] 25 kHz probe – 3-wt% starch 

suspension – H2SO4 0.53mol.L-1 – 

100°C – 100min 

 Close to complete hydrolysis 

Lorimer et al.[36] 20 kHz probe – 2-w/v% aqueous 

native dextran – 30°C  

 Reduction of particle size and degradation of 

aqueous dextran 

Portenlänger et 

al.[37] 

35 kHz – Dextrans  Decrease of molecular weight  

Huang et al.[38]  Low frequency irradiation – 

amorphous and crystalline regions 

of corn starch 

 Amorphous part depolymerised – crystalline 

part not entirely depolymerised  

Jambrak et al.[40] 24 kHz probe – corn starch  Crystalline structure broken within 15 min 

Czechowska-

Biskup et al.[48] 

360 kHz – chitosan, starch – 5 g.L-1 

aqueous solution – radical 

scavenger  

 Breakage of carbohydrates occurred in the 

mid-point of molecules 

Koda et al.[43]  20 and 500 kHz – methyl cellulose, 

dextran, pullulan and 

poly(ethylenoxide) – water soluble 

carbohydrates  

 Radical effects occurred mainly at high 

frequency and a little at lower frequency – low 

frequency governed by mechanical effects  

3.2 Microwave irradiation 

3.2.1 Definition of microwave irradiation 

Microwaves are electromagnetic waves with frequencies of 300 GHz to 300 MHz, 

which corresponds to the wavelengths of 1 mm to 1 m respectively. During the 

interwar period, the British were developing new air defence radar by working on 

magnetrons – high-powered vacuum tubes that generate microwaves. The 

compact size of magnetrons allowed the utilisation of radars into anti-submarine 

aircrafts. During the Second World War, when Percy Lebaron Spencer was testing 

the magnetron at Raytheon Company, according to legend, a chocolate bar melted 

in his pocket. Another legend says that some corn kernels were popping out of his 

pocket but this could stem from the fact that, P. L. Spencer later developed 

prototypes of microwave ovens [57].  

The frequencies of microwaves are mainly utilised for telecommunications, 

where most wavelengths are between 1 and 25 cm for mobile phones, radars and 

radio transmissions. In order to avoid interferences with these wavelengths, 
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heating applications have to be in the ISM bands (Industrial Scientific and 

Medical frequencies). The ISM bands utilised for heating are 27.12 MHz, 433.9 

MHz, 915 MHz and 2.45 GHz (wavelengths of 11.05 m, 69.09 cm, 37.24 cm and 

12.24 cm respectively). A smaller electric field is required for a specific power at 

higher frequencies [58].  

The materials and solvents have to be considered as essential factors in 

microwave irradiation. The behaviour of the materials depends on their ability to 

absorb, reflect or be transparent to microwaves. Concretely, microwave 

irradiations reflect on the surface of electrical conductors (i.e. metals), electrons 

move freely on the surface and heat the material. Other materials are transparent 

to the irradiation (i.e. ceramic), microwaves penetrate the materials without any 

heating. Finally, the most attractive materials for syntheses under microwave 

irradiation are the ones that absorb microwaves and generate heat. The second 

factor, the choice of solvent, is particularly important, for example polar solvents, 

either protics or aprotics, absorb the microwaves whereas non-polar solvents are 

inert. The interaction of the polar molecules with the microwaves implies a 

phenomenon called dielectric heating. The alternative electric field imposed by 

the magnetron causes the polar molecules to rotate and induces a dissipation of 

energy into heat through intermolecular frictions. Polar molecules possess a 

permanent dielectric dipole moment. Molecules with a centre of symmetry do not 

possess a dipole moment and are non-polar. However, several authors have 

postulated specific effects of microwaves that are not related to thermal effects, 

so-called specific non-thermal microwave effects. Laurence Perreux and André 

Loupy[59] developed a whole chapter about non-polar solvents enhancing 

synthesis under microwave irradiation and demonstrated the non-thermal effect. 

Moreover, a critical review about organic synthesis and specific microwave 

effects can be found in literature [60].  

Microwave irradiation induces electromagnetic waves consisting of two 

components, electric and magnetic field (see Fig. 13). The electric field is 

responsible for the dielectric heating and concretely allows polar molecules to 

rotate and migrate (conduction mechanism), while the magnetic field may induce 

structure (direction and strength) in the magnetic moments. The interaction 

between the electromagnetic waves and the matter is connected to two physical 

phenomena, the dielectric permittivity, ε and the magnetic susceptibility, μ. 

Actually, the dielectric permittivity is a complex number made up of two parts:  
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	 	 	  and  tan 	 	  

 – the dielectric constant represents the ability of a molecule to be polarised by 

an electric field;  

– the dielectric loss is a factor that measures the ability of a material, polarised 

by a electric field, to convert energy into heat;  

tan  – the dielectric loss tangent is the ratio between the dielectric loss and the 

dielectric constant [57]. 

Materials displaying dielectric losses higher than 1 are very receptive to 

microwaves and can be easily heated. 

 

Fig. 11. Electromagnetic waves with the electric E and magnetic B field components, λ 

is defined as the wavelength. 

The following table contains dielectric constant and dielectric loss of selected 

material under microwave irradiation at room temperature. Hexane possesses low 

dielectric constant due to its non-polarity. Vacuum is considered as the reference 

with a dielectric constant of 1. 

Table 3. Dielectric constant and dielectric loss of selected materials at 2.45 GHz - 

room temperature (unless mentioned). 

Materials  – dielectric constant  – dielectric loss 

Teflon 2.1 3.10-4 

Distilled water 72 12 

Distilled water (60°C) 65 4.5 

Methanol 33 2.9 

Acetone 21 1.9 

Hexane 1.9 5.10-4 

The power absorbed by a dielectric material is the amount of microwave energy 

converted into heat in the inner material, defined as the power density absorbed 

and calculated from the equation (1):  
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2

02P fE     (1) 

P is the power absorbed (W. m-3), f is the frequency (Hz), E is the electric field 

(V. m-1),  is the vacuum permittivity ( = 8.85×10-12 F. m-1) and is the 

dielectric loss. 

3.2.2 Notable previous studies of microwave irradiation 

The effects of microwave heating on the depolymerisation of starch into sugars 

have been investigated since the end of the 70’s. Indeed, in 1979, Khan et al. [61] 

studied the degradation of starch suspensions at neutral pH by microwave energy. 

10, 20 and 30% starch suspension were irradiated in a microwave oven (0.18 mA) 

for 16, 18 and 20 min in sealed vessels. The most effective parameters were 20 

min of irradiation in a 30% starch suspension. A temperature of 173/177°C and a 

pressure of 8.5/9.4 bar were reached within 20 min. The pH of the suspension 

deceased from neutral to 3.1. The percentage of total sugars, reducing sugars and 

glucose were 90.4, 53.4 and 23.9% respectively.  

In the following year, 1980, the previous authors published a paper [62] about 

the acid hydrolysis of starch activated by microwave irradiation. A 10% wheat 

starch suspension in a hydrochloric acid solution (pH 1.85 – 0.014 mol.L-1) was 

irradiated from 4 to 10 min in sealed glass tubes. The total sugars, reducing sugars 

and glucose were analysed with identical methods to their previous research. The 

most relevant result was obtained within 5 min of irradiation, while the 

temperature reached 177/184°C and the pressure 9.4/11.0 bar. The percentage of 

total sugars, reducing sugars and glucose were 94.8, 88.7 and 83.6% respectively. 

The results were significantly higher than the irradiation of the 10% starch 

suspension in neutral pH for 16 min (total sugars 47.3%, reducing sugars 3.1% 

and glucose 0.6%). Moreover, after 10 min of irradiation, the temperature and 

pressure reached 226°C and 23 bar, while the glucose content decreased below 

1%. Brown and charred residues hydrolysates had the characteristic odour of 

caramel after few minutes of irradiation. The caramelisation of the glucose 

contained in the hydrolysates occurred due to the high temperature and pressure.  

In 1996, Yu et al. [63] worked on the effect of microwave irradiation on acid-

catalysed hydrolysis of four types of starch (rice starch, corn starch, wheat starch 

and tapioca starch). A 10% starch suspension diluted in 0.5 mol.L-1 hydrochloric 

acid solution was irradiated with a household microwave (2.45 GHz – 20 μs 

pulses – 20/40% full power, although it is rather difficult to control and measure 

0 0 
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the power of a household microwave due to the reflections) at 95°C and 

compared with mechanical stirring using a traditional heat block (100°C). The 

soluble starch was completely converted into glucose within 5 min under 

microwave irradiation and 60 min under mechanical stirring. A gel filtration 

HPLC (high performance liquid chromatography) was utilised for the analyses. 

Recently, Warrand and Janssen [64] investigated the production of 

oligosaccharides from microwave irradiation of amylose and compared with 

conventional heating. A pre-heating treatment was performed on 38.5 g. L-1 of 

amylose (25 mg of amylose with 650 μL of deionised water) for 60 min in a 90°C 

water bath for conventional heating and 10 min of microwave irradiation (20% 

power – 3s pulsed). Afterwards, a hydrochloric acid solution of 0.45 mol.L-1 was 

added to the solution to reach a final concentration of 20 g. L-1. Amylose was 

depolymerised into maltose (98.2%) and maltotriose (1.8%) within 8 hours under 

conventional heating, whereas 97.2 and 2.8% were respectively reached within 10 

min of microwave irradiation.   

Microwave irradiation modifies the structure, behaviour and physicochemical 

properties of starches [65–69]. Lewandowicz et al. [67] demonstrated that the 

structure of potato and tapioca starches was disrupted under microwave 

irradiation.   

The gelatinisation temperature of starches rose with the treated samples 

compared to conventional heating, resulting in a modification of the structure. 

Indeed, the authors concluded that microwaves changed the type of native potato 

starch from B-type, typical for tuber starches to an A-type, characteristic of cereal 

starches. Microwave irradiation of starch molecules causes their reorientation, 

generates molecules frictions and changes the hydration, through the absorption 

of microwave energy transformed into heat. Tomasik and Zaranyika [66] 

indicated that the increase of microwave irradiation temperature was not 

proportional to the irradiation time or water content, and showed a downward 

tendency. The loss of the native crystallinity of native potato starch occurred upon 

microwave irradiations [70]. 
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Table 4. Experimental conditions, results and conclusions of notable previous studies 

of microwave irradiation. 

Experimental conditions Results and conclusions 

Khan et al.[61] 30% starch suspension – 20 min 

irradiation – 173/175°C – 8.5/9.4 bar – 

pH=3.1 (end of reaction) 

Total sugars yield of 90.4% 

Reducing sugars yield of 53.4% 

Glucose yield of 23.9% 

Khan et al.[62] 10% wheat starch suspension – 5 min 

irradiation – 177/184°C – 9.4/11.0 bar 

– pH = 1.85 – 0.014 mol.L-1 HCl

Total sugars yield of 94.8% 

Reducing sugars yield of 88.7% 

Glucose yield of 83.6% 

Yu et al.[63] 10% starch suspension – 5 min 

irradiation 20 μs pulsed – 20/40% full 

power - 0.5 mol.L-1 HCl 

Soluble starch was completely converted 

into glucose 

Warrand et al.[64] 38.5 g.L-1 amylose suspension – 10 

min irradiation 3 s pulsed– 20% power 

- 0.45 mol.L-1 HCl  

Maltose yield of 97.2%  

Maltotriose yield of 2.8% 

3.3 Combined technologies  

3.3.1 Microwave/ultrasound-assisted irradiation 

Microwave and ultrasound irradiations are able to enhance many syntheses by 

increasing the mass transfer, the activity of the catalysts or by reducing the 

reaction time. Microwaves induce dielectric and selective heating, whereas, 

ultrasound generates radicals and/or shockwaves resulting in the erosion of the 

surface, due to the implosion of cavitation bubbles, according to the frequency 

applied. The combination of the two technologies was first developed in the 

middle 90’s as a hybrid technology. The main objective of combining 

various technologies or tools is to generate a phenomenon of synergism. The 

etymology of the word ‘synergism’ comes from the Greek synergein ‘working 

together’. The phenomenon of synergism has always been a significant notion 

for chemists, and can be described as follow: phenomenon resulting of an effect 

of a combination of technologies, tools or reagents that exceeds the sum of 

their individual effects (adapted from the definition as given by the Oxford 

dictionary). Synergetic effects were verified in organic syntheses (hydrazides’ 

synthesis [71], Williamson ether’s synthesis [72] or one-pot reaction of second 

generation of ionic liquids [73]). Microwaves and ultrasound technologies 

generate both thermal effects but also effects of a different nature. Since their 

discovery, both are considered as efficient and unusual (or non-conventional) 

activation methods. Through acoustic 
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cavitation, ultrasound can provide hotspots, while heat and mass transfers can be 

improved with the selective heating of microwaves. A combination of these 

technologies provides a large amount of concentrated energy. Therefore, the 

reduction of energy consumption with microwave heating and the efficient 

depolymerisation of ultrasound irradiation engender a decrease of the reaction 

time with an increase of the yield, an overall energy saving [74]. Moreover, the 

vibration frequencies of the molecules range from 1012 to 1014 Hz and cannot 

interfere with ultrasonic frequencies (103 to 106 Hz). Metallic and conductive 

objects can provoke an electric arc in the microwave reactor. The introduction of 

a metallic probe cannot be considered, though this material delivers higher 

acoustic power than microwave-inert materials. Cravotto and associates [75] 

developed several horns with materials transparent to microwaves, such as PEEK 

(Poly ether ether ketone) or PTFE (Polytetrafluoroethylene), which are more 

resistant to shock, and Pyrex. In 2007, Cravotto and Cintras [76] published a 

noteworthy concept of this combined technology applied to process chemistry and 

organic synthesis.  

In 1996, Chemat et al. [77] published one of the first experiments on the 

utilisation of a microwave/ultrasound-combined reactor using two different 

chemical reactions: pyrolysis of urea and esterification of propanol with acetic 

acid. A cup-horn type 20 kHz ultrasonic probe was installed beneath a digestion 

monomode microwave. The ultrasonic irradiation was indirect in order to avoid 

interactions with the electromagnetic field and short-circuits. This combined 

technology improved the yield of esterification compared to classical and 

microwave irradiation within an hour. The yields increased from 80, to 91 and 99% 

under the classical, microwave and combined irradiations respectively. The 

authors suggested that as the temperature remained constant, the surface of the 

catalyst underwent mass transfer through harsh mechanical effects due to 

ultrasonic irradiation while hot spots are generated thanks to microwave 

irradiation. In 1999, Lagha and associates [78] worked with the same 

microwave/ultrasound-combined reactor for analytical procedures: firstly, on the 

determination of copper in olive oil and secondly, on the dissolution of refractory 

mineral Co3O4. Thus, the efficiency of the combined technologies on the previous 

examples was proved by the reduction of the dissolution time by a factor of six 

and the reduction of the digestion time of the olive oil by two, for a yield higher 

than 90%.  

Recently, Draye and co-workers [79] dedicated an entire chapter to the 

efficiency of this combining technology towards eco-friendly synthetic routes. 
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3.3.2 Dual frequency ultrasonic irradiation 

A combination of several frequencies has been investigated over the last decades 

for degradation [80, 81], sonoluminescence [82, 83], ozonation [84] or hydrogen 

peroxide production [83]. As previously mentioned, various ultrasonic 

frequencies generate various effects. Low frequencies induce the formation of 

transient cavitation, with the generation of shockwaves, whilst higher frequencies 

generate stable cavitation, with the formation of HO radicals. The combination 

of ultrasonic frequencies affects the growth and collapse of the cavitational 

bubbles. The emission of two different frequencies should allow the formation of 

a constructive but also destructive interference based on the superposition of the 

waves. If they are destructive, these interferences should subsequently suppress or 

diminish the overall ultrasonic effect. However, if they are constructive this may 

lead to the generation of resultant waves displaying different frequencies in the 

range of harmonic or sub-harmonic with a greater amplitude than two individual 

waves from various sources due to the reverberation of the ultrasonic waves [80]. 

Multi-frequencies irradiation [84, 85] has been developed simultaneously with 

dual frequencies and the authors concluded that this combination formed new 

cavitation nuclei, increased the cavitation yield and significantly disturbed 

heterogeneous media. Low frequencies simultaneous irradiation [80, 81, 84, 86] 

as well as combination of low and high frequencies [81, 85, 87, 88] have been 

notably developed in opposite [80, 81] and orthogonal [84, 85, 88] arrangements.  

Iernetti et al. [87] investigated the sonoluminescence generated at the 

frequency of 700 kHz enhanced with a 20 kHz steady field. The authors showed 

that the interaction of fields of low and high frequencies produced new cavitation 

bubbles due to the low frequency field. The cavitation threshold of high 

frequency field diminished while the amount of cavitation bubbles increased in a 

rarefaction cycle in a simultaneous application of two fields. During the 

compression cycle, at half amplitude of the high frequency irradiation, the latter 

contributed to the collapse of cavitation bubbles provided by the low frequency 

field.  

Feng et al. [85] reported the enhancement of high frequency acoustic 

cavitation through the addition of a low frequency field. The authors compared 

the single, dual and triple beams irradiation at low and high frequencies. The dual 

and triple beam configurations generated a greater cavitation yield than the single 

field. This efficiency was the result in the addition acoustic cavitation generated 

by the low frequency field on the high frequency one. In other words, new 
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cavitation bubbles were produced while the low frequency irradiation (28 kHz 

probe) was added to the high frequency field. The authors indicated that the 

decrease of the quasi-static pressure during the negative pressure amplitude of 

low frequency diminished the cavitation threshold of the high frequency field and 

generated more cavitation bubbles.  

Comparison of dual reactors combining a single low frequency of 20 kHz 

acoustic probe with various higher frequencies of 40, 530, 800 and 1040 kHz was 

investigated for the degradation of pentachlorophenol. Transducers were placed in 

opposition and the greatest degradation yields were ordered as follows: 530 kHz > 

800 kHz > 40 kHz > 1040 kHz. HO radicals are responsible for the degradation 

of pentachlorophenol. Thus, it appeared that the low frequency irradiation of 20 

kHz enhanced the stable cavitation generated at 530 kHz. The authors concluded 

that synergetic effects were observed with dual frequencies compare to a single 

frequency.  

3.4 Heterogeneous and homogeneous catalytic reaction media 

3.4.1 Enzymatic hydrolysis  

Enzymes are frequently compared to chemical catalysts in the case of enhancing 

or activating hydrolysis reactions. Mainly employed to overcome the 

inconveniences of the cost due to the multiple steps of preparation and to the lack 

of specificity of the chemical catalysts, enzymes are widely considered in 

hydrolysis reactions. Enzymes are also particularly sensitive to their surroundings.  

Enzymes can cleave a starch chain through four different actions: (1) the 

hydrolysis of the α-1,4-linkages with α-amylases, (2) the hydrolysis of α-1,6-

linkages with isoamylases (β-amylases), (3) the transfer of α-1,4-linkages with 

glucanosyltransferases and (4) the transfer of α-1,4- and α-1,6-linkages. The 

amylases can be divided into three categories:  

1. the endo-mechanism attack of starch, i.e. α-amylases, that cleave off the starch 

chains into maltose, maltotriose and branched dextrins where glucose is formed 

as a secondary product,  

2. the exo-mechanism attack of the non-reducing end, i.e. β-amylases, divided into 

two classes, the maltose β-amylases that produce β-maltose and the 

glucoamylases that produce β-glucose, 

3. isoamylases, enzymes that hydrolyse the α-1,6-branch linkages into linear chains. 
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A detailed chapter about the specific enzymes characteristic of starch is available 

in existing literature [89]. The terms α and β refer to the initial anomeric 

configuration of the free sugar group released and not to the configuration of the 

linkage hydrolyses. The first step of a common enzymatic hydrolysis consists of 

the saccharification of starch into maltotriose, maltose and glucose. Enzymatic 

hydrolysis occurs according to two types of attack, endocorrosion (holes on the 

surface of the granule facilitate the entry of amylase) and exocorrosion (erosion of 

the entire surface of the granule) [90]. A temperature of 60°C for two hours is 

necessary to obtain enough liquefied starch to produce reducing sugars (dextrose) 

for fermentation. 36 to 72 hours is needed to reach a conversion yield of 95% of 

dextrins. Afterwards, yeast is employed for the fermentation process.  

Kimura et al. [91] investigated the conversion of seven different sources of 

starch into glucose with glucoamylase. Potato starch was converted into 12 % of 

glucose within 32 hours with an enzymatic concentration of 200 units. mL-1. 

Potato starch granules are usually resistant to the enzymatic digestion, which is 

probably due to the natural presence of phosphates. The enzymes are not able to 

cleave with phosphate monoesters in C-3 or C-6, see Fig. 9 for the positions. The 

greatest yield of 81.5% of glucose was reached within two hours in a batch 

reactor for a 3-wt% suspension of wheat flour [92]. A higher starch concentration 

was hindered due to the high accumulation of solids in the batch system. 

Enzymatic hydrolysis of polysaccharides have been widely developed over the 

last few decades [90, 92–95].  

Although enzymatic hydrolysis remains efficient for pure starches, several 

reaction constraints have to be monitored in order to sustain a constant activity of 

enzymes. A rapid deactivation of the enzymes can be caused by non-constant 

temperature, pH range or stirring speed. As a typical example, a constant 

temperature range needs to be maintained for an optimal enzymatic performance. 

This thermal deactivation can be lethal for the enzyme and therefore, an 

appropriate buffer is necessary to maintain a constant pH. The range of the pH 

belongs to the enzyme employed whilst the stirring speed strongly affects the 

hydrolysis rate [96]. Several enzymes are necessary for a complete starch 

hydrolysis into glucose [92]. Α-amylase requires calcium cations and chloride 

anions to the process for the complete activity of the α-amylase. The 

incompatibility to reuse or recover the enzyme, the high labour and purification 

cost, in addition to the high capital investment, constraint the utilisation of 

enzymatic hydrolysis in batch processes. The specific enzymes needed to obtain a 
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precise range of oligosaccharides are expensive and often require the use of a 

buffer, complicating the later product purification [97].  

In a subsequent fermentation step, glucose produced through mineral acids 

generates undesirable by-products (HMF, levulinic and formic acids) that can 

inhibit microbial growth.  

3.4.2 Acid hydrolysis – Water as green solvent 

Acid hydrolysis of non-water-soluble carbohydrates involves suspensions in an 

aqueous solution of hydrochloric acid, sulphuric acid, phosphoric acid or p-

toluenesulfonic acid [98–103]. The acidic treatment has to be performed below 

the pasting temperature to avoid the gelatinisation of starch materials. As such, 

acids alter the structure and properties of starches [100]. Acid hydrolysis modifies 

the viscosity, elasticity of starches and also the strength and rigidity of the gel 

while the gelatinisation temperature is reached. The hydrolysis of α-glycosidic 

linkages is favoured over β-glycosidic linkages due to the anomeric effect [104]. 

While the anomeric carbon of the sugar ring is in an axial orientation (α-

glycosidic linkages), electronegativity occurs between the lone pair of the 

heteroatom and the σ* of the anomeric carbon and the delocalisation of the 

electrons stabilises the molecule due to the axial overlapping. The axial position 

is the favoured position in spite of steric strain. Consequently, cellulose is a β-

(1,4)-glycosidic linkage and needs stronger conditions to be degraded into shorter 

saccharides than α-(1,4)-glycosidic bonds. Amylose and amylopectin do not react 

equally in front of acid hydrolysis due to the different glycosidic linkages. 

Amylose is an amorphous molecule, whereas amylopectin possesses amorphous 

and crystalline regions due to branched linkages. In general, the (1,4)-glycosidic 

linkage is less stable than the (1,6)-glycosidic one and undergoes hydrolysis faster 

[24, 104]. Concretely, during acid hydrolysis, the hydroxonium ion (H3O
+) attacks 

the glycosidic oxygen atom and hydrolyses the glycosidic linkage. The acids 

attack the surface (exocorrosion) before entering the granule (endocorrosion) [24]. 

Over two hundred years ago, Kirchhoff discovered that starch was converted 

into ‘grape sugar’ when in contact with acids. In the same decade, he concluded 

that potato starch was transformed into ‘starch-sugar’ in acidic conditions [105]. 

Abundant researches were accomplished over the years about acid hydrolysis of 

starch. The latest works related to this thesis are discussed hereinafter.  

Singh and Ali [101] compared the average molecular weight of cereal, pulse, 

tuber and root starched modifies with four acids – hydrochloric acid, phosphoric 
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acid, sulphuric acid and nitric acid (experimental conditions: 50°C, 0.5 N, 90 

min). All of the acids reduced the average molecular weight of the starches, 

varying with the acid employed. Hydrochloric and nitric acids appeared to be the 

most efficient and generated similar molecular weights. Phosphoric acid gave the 

lowest results whilst the effect of sulphuric acid was average in comparison. The 

authors suggested that amylopectin possesses a relative resistance to acid 

hydrolysis, even more pronounced for tuber starch.  

A recent study [106] compared the efficiency of boiling hydrochloric and 

sulphuric acids on the hydrolysis of native potato tuber and showed that the 

former provided greater yields than the latter in a normal concentration (N). The 

authors indicated that sulphuric acid could form salts with other constituent 

naturally present in tuber starches. However, concentrated hydrochloric acid 

formed NaCl salt that affects the yeast for further fermentation processes. Starch 

was degraded into 40% of dextrose equivalent within 50 min with a 0.5 mol.L-1 of 

H2SO4 and 20 min with a 2.0 mol.L-1. Under an identical concentration of 2.0 

mol.L-1, 85–90% of dextrose equivalent was achieved within 50 min for H2SO4 

and 40 min for HCl. The degradation of the potato starch is related to the origin of 

the tuber.   

3.4.3 Ionic liquids – A homogeneous medium for carbohydrates 

Presentation of the ionic liquids 

In principle, ionic liquids are a group of salts with a melting point below the 

boiling point of water. These electrolytes are liquid below 100°C in normal 

conditions of temperature and pressure because their Gibbs free energies of 

solvation are negative [107]. Ionic liquids are a remarkable class of new solvents 

due to their environmental properties compared to common organic solvents. The 

first significant advantage is their low vapour pressure, which implies that ionic 

liquids are non-flammable. This advantage makes them easier to recover from 

volatile solvents by simple distillation. Their wide liquid range makes them more 

attractive than organic solvents (dichloromethane has a liquid range of 145°C – 

from – 95°C to 40°C; ethyl acetate has 161°C – from – 84°C to 77°C), with a 

thermal stability up to 400°C. Ionic liquids are tuneable by appropriate 

combination of cations and anions. Desirable properties can be achieved by 

modifying or changing the ions. For instance, ionic liquids with [PF6
-] as counter-
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ion lead to hydrophobic species whereas, [BF4
-] analogues lead to hydrophilic 

ones; moreover, [NTf2
-] or [N(CN)2

-] seem to reduce the viscosity of ionic liquids 

with identical cations. One of the most relevant effects of the counter-ion may be 

with the dissolution of glucose in an imidazolium-based ionic liquid. Glucose can 

be dissolved up to 145 g. L-1 in [BMIM]N(CN)2
- and collapse to 1 g. L-1 in 

[BMIM]PF6 [108].  

The physicochemical characteristics of ionic liquids [109, 110] are detailed in 

the succeeding paragraphs, following a succinct historical review.  

Historical review – According to the previous definition, the first ionic liquid 

was observed as a ‘red oil’ in Friedel-Crafts reactions in the middle of the 19th 

century. The alkylation of benzene with chloromethane formed toluene while 

aluminium (III) chloride – AlCl3 – catalysed the reaction. A stable intermediate 

was formed and was called a sigma complex, the liquid ‘red oil’. Most recently, a 

NMR study of this ‘red oil’ proved that it was the heptachlorodialuminate salt, an 

ionic liquid. In the early 1900’s, alkylammonium nitrates described by Walden, 

were found to be liquids at room temperature. Ethylammonium nitrate has a 

melting point of 12°C and belongs to the family of ionic liquids according to the 

definition. Nowadays, this ionic liquid is utilised as a solvent in the field of 

electrochemistry. Since the 1960’s, the United States Air Force Academy has 

continuously researched the development of thermal batteries with ionic liquids to 

replace LiCl-KCl batteries [111]. 

Structure – Ionic liquids are composed of an organic cation and an organic 

or inorganic anion. Even if their structure is similar to salts, the cations of the 

asymmetric ones reduce their crystallisation temperature. Generally, the cation 

involves a nitrogen, phosphorus or sulphur as a heteroatom. Cations can be 

summarised into several groups: (1) five-atoms heterocyclic cation; (2) six-atoms 

and benzo-fused heterocyclic cation; (3) ammonium, phosphonium and 

sulphonium based cations. The most common anions are halides, 

tetrafluoroborate, hexafluoroborate and bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide. 
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Fig. 12. Various cations and anions – water-solubility of an ionic liquid depends on the 

nature of the anion. 

Ionic liquids with a relatively low melting point, below ambient temperature, are 

often called Room Temperature Ionic Liquids, RTILs. As mentioned earlier, ionic 

liquids are liquids below 100°C due to their negative Gibbs free energy of 

solvation. In other words, the solvation energy is considered as the change in 

Gibbs energy when an ion or molecule is transferred from a vacuum into a solvent. 

The Gibbs energy of solvation, ∆Gsolv, corresponds to a measure of the solvation’s 

ability of a particular solvent [112]. Ionic liquids are thermodynamically more 

favourable in liquid state [107, 110].  

Size of the anions and cations – The characteristic properties of ionic liquids 

depend on the anion and cation, which impact on the melting point and liquid 

range of each ionic liquid. The melting point is directly related to the crystal 

lattice energy. The greater the lattice energy, the greater the melting point is. The 

ion-ion separation of an ionic molecule is a significant factor, which is directly 

related to the melting point temperature. Large ions with a greater bond radius 

enable the charge delocalisation and ensure the reduction of the melting point and 

facilitate the liquid phase formation. The length of the alkyl chain affects the 

melting point of the RTILs. In general, an increase of the anion size decreases the 

melting point of ionic liquids for identical cations. The anionic radius size ensures 

the reduction of the melting point whilst the cationic one has an influence on the 

melting point. A large cation radius leads to a lower melting point.  
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Solubility – The interactions that govern the melting point (i.e. Van der Waals 

forces) also ensure dissolution and solubility with other molecules. The water 

solubility of ionic liquids depends on the nature of the cation and anion. For the 

same cation, ionic liquids with chloride as a counter ion lead to hydrophilic 

species due to its hydrogen-bond acceptor ability. Their solubility with other 

solvents (like organic solvents) depends on the ability of the hydrogen-bond 

donation or acceptor (i.e. Cl- is a good H-bond acceptor, whereas, PF6
- is poor) 

and the π-π or CH-π interactions. For a molecular solvent, anion and cation need 

to stay close to preserve neutrality, whereas, ionic liquids are able to solvate 

individual solute ions and maintain neutrality (salts dissolved in salts: ionic liquid 

mixtures).  

Viscosity – The viscosity of ionic liquids is significantly high compared to 

other solvents. For instance, the viscosity of water at room temperature is below 1 

cP, whereas RTILs range from 10 to 500 cP. An increase in temperature decreases 

their viscosity. For example, the viscosity of 1-allyl-3-methylimidazolium 

chloride [AMIM]Cl is 1150, 310, 92 and 17 cP at 303, 318, 338 and 377 K 

respectively [113, 114]. Impurities also influence viscosity. A study demonstrated 

that impurities from the synthesis of ionic liquid increased the viscosity up to 600% 

with a 6-wt% residual chloride [115].  

Polarity – Ionic liquids can be considered as moderate polar solvents, 

however, some protic ones possess considerable higher polarity values. Their 

polarity depends on their ability to be a hydrogen-bond donor or acceptor and also 

the length of alkyl chains on the aromatic rings. Ionic liquids with an aromatic 

ring and a long alkyl chain might be considered as a micelle. The polarity 

measurement of ionic liquids is highly sensitive due to the impurities [116]. The 

dielectric constant allows classifying the ionic liquids on the polarity scale. A 

study on imidazolium-based ionic liquids was performed with microwave 

dielectric spectroscopy (since conventional techniques failed) and classified them 

as moderate polar solvents [117]. However, the dielectric constant does not 

provide enough information about their polarity. This constant is most commonly 

recorded as the polarity of pure liquids. Hence, Kamlet-Kraft developed a 

solvatochromic relationship, which measures separately the hydrogen-bond 

acidity (α), the hydrogen-bond basicity (β) and the polarisability (π*) properties 

of solvents for an overall solvent polarity [118–120]. Solvatochromism is used to 

describe the pronounced change in position of an ultraviolet-visible (UV-Vis) 

absorption band that accompanies a change in the polarity of a medium [112]. The 

Kamlet-Kraft method has been largely utilised for ionic liquids [121–124]. 
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Concretely, the β value is governed by the same nature of the corresponding 

anions. A high β value can break down the inter- and intramolecular hydrogen 

bonds within the massive chains of carbohydrates. It has been shown that for the 

identical cation [BMIM]+, the counter ion HCOO- generates a stronger β value 

than Cl- [124].  

Hygroscopic, hydroscopic and hydrophilic – Once again, the anions of 

ionic liquids are important factors that can determine the hydrophobicity and 

hydrophilicity of a molecule. Imidazolium-based are by definition hydrophilic but 

the counter anion can also determine the overall hydrophobicity and 

hydrophilicity of the ionic liquid (i.e. imidazolium-based with non-coordinating 

anions, such as PF6
-, leads to a hydrophobic ionic liquid compare to Cl-). The 

hydrophobicity of ionic liquids increases with an increase of the length of an alkyl 

chain. Imidazolium and ammonium-based ionic liquids have a strong affinity with 

water and are naturally hygroscopic. The phenomenon of hygroscopy is the 

ability of a molecule to absorb or adsorb the natural moisture in the atmosphere. 

Halide anions as counter ions have a strong tendency to form a hydration shell 

with water. It might liberate mineral acids such as hydrochloric acid and decrease 

the original function of the ionic liquid. Hydrophobic and hydrophilic ionic 

liquids all tend to have a hygroscopic behaviour. Infrared analyses indicated that 

the water absorbed from the air occurs in a free state and bonded to anions (PF6
-
 

or BF4
-) with hydrogen bonding [125]. Hydrophobic ionic liquids, such as 

imidazolium-based with PF6
- are also hygroscopic and absorb 1-wt% within 3 

hours (0.16 mol fraction of water) [6].   

Synthesis of ionic liquids 

Generally, the synthesis of ionic liquids can be divided into two steps: (1) the 

formation of the desired cation and (2) the exchange of the wanted anion. In some 

cases, the ionic liquid can be formed in one step, i.e. the synthesis of [AMIM]Cl. 

The initial step is the quaternisation of an amine, phosphine or sulphide to obtain 

the cation. The Menschutkin’s reaction converts a tertiary amine into quaternary 

ammonium salt by reacting with an alkyl halide leading to the first generation of 

ionic liquids. In order to obtain a second generation of ionic liquids, less water-

soluble than the first generation, the metathesis of the anion is performed on a 

first generation ionic liquid. Finally, a new category of ionic liquids was 

developed during the last decade based on functionalised ionic liquids built with 

chemical functional group for specific reactions. For instance, Cole and co-
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workers developed a Brønsted-acidic ionic liquid as a dual solvent/catalyst for its 

high acidity for organic reactions such as Fischer or pinacol rearrangement [126]. 

Detailed reviews can be found in literature about the different use of task-specific 

ionic liquids [127, 128]. The synthesis of two different ionic liquids was 

performed and the protocol is described in the experimental section.  

Dissolution of starch in ionic liquids 

Homogeneous catalysis is often utilised over heterogeneous catalysis for several 

reasons: (1) homogeneous medium often implies high selectivity, activity and 

ease of modification of the system; (2) homogeneous reactions involve mild 

reaction conditions, the heat transfer of exothermic or endothermic reactions can 

be controlled. 

Polysaccharides are hardly soluble in almost any solvents, except DMSO and 

DMF – their undesirable characteristics render them non-attractable [129]. Ionic 

liquids are appropriated for the dissolution of carbohydrates. In 2001, Kimizuka 

and Nakashima [130] reported that ether oxide ionic liquids are able to solubilise 

1,4-bonds. β-D-glucose, α-cyclodextrine and amylose were dissolved in high 

concentrations of 450, 350 and 30 g. L-1 respectively, while the solubility of 

amylose in water is as low as 0.5 g. L-1. The authors also demonstrated that ionic 

liquids bearing the ether-oxide group behave as if they were on a hydrogen-bond 

acceptor and increase their solubility capacity. Several years later, Liu and co-

workers [108] reported a high solubility of mono-, oligo- and polysaccharides in 

imidazolium-based ionic liquids with dicyanamide as a counter-ion. Recently, 

Zakrzewska and co-workers [131] released a thorough review about the solubility 

of various saccharides in ionic liquids. The authors pointed out that carboxylate 

counter-ions solubilise the same amount of cellulose at lower temperature than 

with chloride for an identical cation. [AMIM]HCOO dissolved many 

carbohydrates in high concentration and relative high temperature, which is a 

significant factor for the solubilisation of carbohydrates on ionic liquids. However, 

HCOO- ionic liquids have major drawbacks, notably their low thermal stability 

and long procedure of synthesis. The authors also demonstrated the consequences 

of water in ionic liquids. It has been reported that the presence of 1% of water in 

ionic liquids causes the precipitation of cellulose, which modified their solvation 

[6, 132]. Their physical properties depend strongly on their purity; residual water 

changes their viscosity and density [115]. In this case, water is considered as an 

impurity. The lack of data and understanding about the effect of water content in 
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ionic liquids interferes with the comparison of the results. According to the 

authors, chloride as a counter-ion has the advantage of being a strong proton 

acceptor but its high melting point and viscosity render ionic liquids expensive 

and difficult to handle. Stevenson and co-workers [133] indicated that [BMIM]Cl 

is not suitable for starch as a solvent mainly caused by the charge of the counter-

ion. They investigated the structure and properties of dispersion of four various 

sources of starch in [BMIM]Cl. The negative charge of the phosphomonoesters 

contained in the amylopectin of potato starch may repel the chloride anion of the 

ionic liquid, which led to a reduction of the starch degradation yield. Another 

explanation was that the ionic liquid affected partly the potato starch due to the 

branched chains of amylopectin; stronger hydrogen bonds and Van der Waals 

forces would be required to disrupt the structure. Kärkkäinen and co-workers [134] 

also reported that [BMIM]Cl may not be used as a solvent for the dissolution of 

potato starch. Some granules were still present after dissolution compared to other 

sources of starch (barley, wheat, rice or corn starch). Recently, a study of the 

dissolution and also depolymerisation of barley starch was performed in various 

ionic liquids under microwave irradiation [135]. [AMIM]Cl was able to dissolve 

and depolymerised starch into 98% water-soluble products in 90 min with p-

toluenesulfonic acid (p-TsOH) as a catalyst, probably due to a short alkyl function 

in the imidazolium ring. p-TsOH incorporated a sulfonic function, known as 

Brønsted-acid which may hydrolyse starch molecules into reducing sugars. The 

authors indicated that short alkyl chain can easily enter the starch structure 

whereas, longer sided alkyl chains in the cations of ionic liquids led to longer 

reaction times. The halide anions broke more effectively inter- and intramolecular 

hydrogen bonds of starch owing to the steric hindrance of the longer sided alkyl 

chain. More generally, Wu and co-workers [136] indicated that [AMIM]Cl can 

also break down the crystalline forms of cellulose and starch. The authors 

investigated the dispersion of various composite films derived from cellulose, 

starch and lignin in [AMIM]Cl. 6 wt% materials were dispersed in the ionic liquid 

within 30 min at 80°C. Xu and co-workers [137] dissolved 20 wt% corn starch in 

the same ionic liquid within 15 min at 100°C under an argon atmosphere. A 50-wt% 

solution of starch/ionic liquid was still clear after the dissolution was completed 

and it had cooled to room temperature. It has been concluded that [AMIM]Cl is 

an efficient solvent for starch dissolution but classified as a non-derivative solvent. 

Thus, certain imidazolium-based ionic liquids have the ability to dissolve in high 

concentrations of starch, cellulose or lignin. Their polarity might be a reason for 

their ability to easily dissolve the complex matrix of carbohydrates. The hydrogen 
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bond basicity β values of pyridinium-based ionic liquids (<0.35 [122]) are 

generally lower than imidazolium-based (>0.87 [123]). In general, imidazolium-

based ones have similar hydrogen bond acceptor abilities α than aniline and 

comparable hydrogen bond donor abilities β than acetonitrile, which render them 

remarkably attractive for the dissolution of carbohydrates.  

Several authors reported that halide anions render the ionic liquids corrosive, 

toxic and utilised acetate to improve the solvation of carbohydrates [115, 138]. 

However, a different kind of imidazolium-based ionic liquids should be used for 

the dissolution and the depolymerisation of biopolymers, simultaneously. The 

first or second generations of ionic liquids are hardly able to hydrolyse or initiate 

a depolymerisation of carbohydrates unless a co-catalyst is added. The weak 

acidic hydrogen on the imidazolium ring interacting with the oxygen atom of the 

carbohydrates (hydroxyl), the disruption of the hydrogen bonding and the 

coordination of the chloride anion with the hydroxyl groups are responsible for 

efficient dissolution [110]. Moreover, Remsing and co-workers [139] 

demonstrated that the anion-carbohydrate interaction is preponderant compared to 

the cation-carbohydrate one. The imidazolium ring and chloride as a counter ion 

are relevant factors for dissolution. Therefore, a ‘design’ ionic liquid that can 

hydrolyse the carbohydrate and contains these relevant factors should be chosen. 

A task specific ionic liquid with a Brønsted-acidic function was synthesised.  

Depolymerisation of starch in task-specific ionic liquids 

A new class of designed ionic liquids suitable to dissolve and depolymerise 

carbohydrates may offer a sustainable transformation with a one-step access to 

reducing sugars from biopolymers. Acidic ionic liquids may have a certain 

potential as dual solvents-catalysts in reactions. Brønsted-acidic ionic liquids 

(BAILs) possess proton acidity and dissolution properties, simultaneously. A wide 

range of compounds can be classified in the Brønsted framework: mineral acids, 

sulfonates, phosphonates, and carboxylic acids. The acidic function can be 

localised on a cation or anion. The strength of the acidity depends on the position 

of the Brønsted-acidic function. Solvents including a –COOH or a –SO3H 

function on the cation possess a stronger intrinsic acidity [140]. 

BAILs are employed in numerous organic reactions in order to replace 

hazardous and volatile solvents or catalysts. This category of ionic liquids was 

utilised for the transesterification of waste oil into biodiesel [141], for 

esterification [142], oligomerisation of olefins [143], protection/deprotection in 
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organic reactions (acylation of amines), ether cleavage, Heck’s reaction, Henry’s 

reaction, Friedel-Craft alkylation [144], Mannich’s reaction and Beckmann’s 

rearrangement [145] to name a few. Johnson [140] and Hajipour [146] 

summarised an exhaustive and detailed list of these syntheses with Brønsted-

acidic ionic liquids as a dual solvent/catalysts.  

These ionic liquids are also employed as catalysts and solvents for the 

depolymerisation and dehydration of biomass into oligosaccharides, 

monosaccharides and high value added molecules such as 5-HMF. The ease of 

recycling and the improvement of selectivity in catalytic activity are common 

advantages of the immobilisation of functionalised ionic liquids. Amarasekara and 

Owereh reported [147] the first application of BAILs for the dissolution and 

hydrolysis of cellulose under mild reaction conditions. Three different kind of 

ionic liquids were compared – imidazolium, pyridium and ammonium-based. The 

experiments were performed on different degree of polymerisation celluloses (DP 

100, 240 & 450). 10-wt% cellulose suspensions were dissolved in all of the ionic 

liquids and 2.0 equivalents of H2O per glucose unit of cellulose were added for 

hydrolyses. The imidazolium-based ionic liquid produced a higher yield and 

activity than the two others.  

 

 
1-(3-sulfonylpropyl)-3-methylimidazolium 

chloride (A) 

 
1-(4-sulfonylbutyl)-3-methylimidazolium 

chloride (B) 

Fig. 13. 1-(3-sulfonylpropyl)-3-methylimidazolium chloride (left side – A) and 1-(4-

sulfonylbutyl)-3-methylimidazolium chloride (right side – B). 

Ionic liquid A dissolved 20-wt% of cellulose within 2.5 min at room temperature 

(gentle mix) and gave a clear solution. So far, the dissolution ability of cellulose 

in ionic liquids has only been reported at high temperatures. An exhaustive list of 

ionic liquids [131] showed that 80°C has to be reached to dissolve cellulose. The 

highest TRS (62%) and glucose (14%) were obtained with the utilisation of A 

with 1 hour of preheating at 70°C and 30 min of heating after the addition of 2.0 

equivalents of water. Both higher and lower temperature reaction led to higher 

reaction times and lower yields. High temperature also gave some black residues.  
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More recently, Amarasekar and Wiredu [148] reported that BAIL (as a 

solvent and catalyst) and p-TsOH, for the depolymerisation of cellulose, 

generated higher TRS and glucose yields than sulphuric acid for an identical H+ 

concentration. Cotton linters cellulose (DP 450) was hydrolysed into reducing 

sugars in a high pressure stainless steel kettle with Teflon’s inner sleeve for three 

hours from 140 to 190 °C. TRS and glucose content were measured with the DNS 

method and glucose oxidase/peroxidase assay respectively (Table 5).  

Table 5. Total reducing sugars (TRS) and glucose yields from the degradation of 

cellulose in a Brønsted-acidic ionic liquid (BAIL), p-TsOH (p-toluenesulfonic acid) and 

H2SO4 (sulphuric acid) – experimental conditions: 3 hours at 170°C of 240 degree of 

polymerisation (DP) of cellulose [148]. 

 BAIL p-TsOH H2SO4 

TRS (%) 28.5 32.6 22.0 

Glucose (%) 22.2 21.0 16.2 

For the three catalysts, glucose yield peaked within 3 hours after which the 

glucose degraded. A similar observation occurred for the TRS yield apart for p-

TsOH, which reached 48% within 8 hours. The authors have also utilised sulfonic 

acid BAIL grafted on silica catalysts for the hydrolysis of a 10 mol% cellulose in 

[BMIM]Cl. TRS and glucose yields of 67% and 26% were reached within 6 hours 

at 70°C respectively. These experiments displayed the significant interest of 

BAILs for the depolymerisation of cellulose.  

Ionic liquids / sugars recovery 

Sugars recovery from ionic liquids appeared to be challenging, probably due to 

their high solubility. Aqueous biphasic system, alumina column chromatography 

or ion exchange resins possess their own advantages and inconveniences.  

Aqueous biphasic system have been employed as a purification technique to 

separate water from ionic liquids [149]. Wu et al. [150] used this technique to 

separate sucrose from hydrophilic ionic liquid. Ethyl acetate was added to a 

hydrophilic ionic liquid/sucrose/water system to generate two distinguish phases. 

Ethyl acetate contained the sucrose-based liquid phase, while the second phase 

was composed of the ionic liquid. The authors explained that ethyl acetate 

decreased the dielectric constant forcing the ionic liquid to form a separated liquid 

phase.  
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A laboratory-scale separation of ionic liquid and sugars, employing an ion 

exchange resin column, recovered 95% of the ionic liquid and 94% of glucose 

within 4 hours [151]. Limitations of scale-up separation appeared to be the main 

hurdle of this technique.  

Alumina column chromatography has been employed to separate glucose 

from ionic liquids by retention of polar molecules within 1–2 hours [152]. A 

recovery of 93% of ionic liquid and 90% of glucose were achieved with a single 

separation process in environmentally benign material (methanol/water as eluent 

and natural alumina). 
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4 Experimental  

4.1 Characteristics of the raw materials 

Comparison of the degradation of three raw materials (potato starch, wet potato 

sludge and dry potato sludge) was considered in this research. Potato starch is 

utilised as a reference to reveal the potential of the raw materials to be degraded 

by the various technologies and techniques employed. As a high value-added by-

product for industries and raw materials for chemicals, the potato sludge materials 

was employed wet and also dry to be used with ionic liquids.  

Potato starch 

Potato Starch is pure starch, purchased from the supermarket, composed solely of 

starch and is considered as the reference material. In order to obtain potato starch, 

potatoes were crushed down to free the starch granules. Afterwards, the granules 

are washed, dried and crushed to form a white powder. A particle size distribution 

revealed that potato starch possesses a single population of 42μm (see Paper I Fig. 

1). Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) analysis showed only single starch 

grains (see Paper I Fig. 2(a)) whilst thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) presented 

a multiple-step decomposition mechanism related to amylose and amylopectin 

contents, Fig. 10. Water desorption started at room temperature and ended at 80°C, 

which corroborates with existing literature.[153, 154] Water-content of potato 

starch is about 14%. The first thermal decomposition started around 200°C, which 

may be the breakage point of α-(1,4)-glycosidic linkages, whereas α-(1,6)-

glycosidic linkages are more resistant to decomposition and occurred later. The 

decomposition of the hydroxyl groups into water molecules occurs close to 400°C, 

before the carbonisation of the sample at 500°C [155]. Fourier Transform Infrared 

spectroscopy of potato starch is shown in Fig. 11. Characteristic peaks between 

928 and 1148 cm-1 are attributed to C−O bond stretching associated with acetals 

and ketals; the C−O bond of the glycosidic ring is defined at 994 cm-1. The C−OH 

bending vibration is attributed to the band at 1337 cm-1. The peak at 1637 cm-1 

represents the strongly bonded –OH water molecules present in starch. The band 

at 2916 cm-1 is a characteristic of the C−H stretches associated with the ring. The 

broad band at 3284 cm-1 represents the complex vibrational stretches of O−H 

related to the free, inter- and intra-molecular bound hydroxyl groups [156].  
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Wet and dry potato sludge 

Wet potato sludge is the industrial waste product of potato peels, provided by the 

Finnish company Jepuan Peruna Oy. A loss on drying revealed that it is comprised 

of two thirds water (67%) and one third dry matter (33%), also confirmed by 

Thermogravimetric Analysis (TGA) with water desorption of 67% by mass at 

75°C, Fig. 10. This waste is produced from the removal of roughly 1cm of peel all 

around the potato with a potato rotating peeler machine. The weight percentage of 

sugars was performed by total hydrolysis of the sludge dry matter, which is 

mainly composed of glucose (80.2%), mannose (4.9%) and galactose (3.2%) units. 

More than 88% of the dry content (29% of wet content) of the wet potato sludge 

can be subsequently considered as the total sugar potential. The particles size 

distribution performed on wet potato sludge revealed a median diameter of 656 

μm, with a dual population at 40 and 1000 μm (see Paper I Fig. 1). A mode 

particle diameter reached 1000 μm, which represents more agglomerated particles. 

The mode represents the value that occurs most frequently in the distribution. 

SEM confirmed the previous results and showed that the grains are highly 

aggregated (see Paper I Fig. 2(b)). The endothermic decomposition of the starch 

molecules contained in the wet potato sludge started before 200°C. A mass loss of 

8% occurred around 375°C (average) which might have been the degradation of 

glycosidic units which could have led to the carbonisation of the sample over 

500°C. A complete characterisation performed by Jepuan Peruna Oy (Table 6) 

revealed that the sludge contained 23% of starch, 4% of fibre and about 1% of 

free sugars, a sugar potential of 28% which corroborates with the results of the 

total hydrolysis (29%).  

Table 6. Main components of the wet potato sludge from Jepuan Peruna Oy – details about 

the analyses are available in Paper III. 

Main components Average content of the potato sludge (%) 

Starch 22.9 

Crude protein 7.8 

Crude fibre 3.9 

Ash 7.3 

Crude fat 0.3 

Free sugars <1 

The third raw material used was dry potato sludge, which is the wet sludge dried 

under a vacuum line and ground with a mortar and pestle prior to use. Particles 

size distribution displayed a bi-modal distribution at 53 and 450μm representing 
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the single and agglomerated grains, confirmed by SEM images (Paper I Fig. 2(c)). 

A mode particle diameter of 50 μm indicated a high presence of free particles. 

TGA of the dry potato sludge matched with the potato starch spectrum with an 

additional degradation at 375°C, which may correspond to the elimination of 

hydroxyl groups, Fig. 11. FTIR of the dry potato starch has identical peaks to the 

potato starch spectrum but with a weaker intensity (Fig. 11).  

 

Fig. 14. Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) of potato starch, wet potato sludge and dry 

potato sludge potato raw materials. Heating rate of 7°C/min. 
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Fig. 15. Fourier Transform Infrared spectroscopy of potato starch (blue line) and dry 

potato sludge (red line). 

4.2 Experimental setup 

4.2.1 Depolymerisation methods  

All experiments were performed on the three raw materials – potato starch, wet 

potato sludge and dry potato sludge. The wet potato sludge is comprised of one 

third dry matter and two thirds water. Calculations were based on dry matter and 

mass of the wet potato sludge was three times higher than the potato starch and 

dry potato sludge.  

Depolymerisations in aqueous medium 

Each raw material was added to the aqueous medium (distilled water, NaOH 1 

mol.L-1, H2SO4 3 mol.L-1) to obtain 3 to 20-wt% solutions. Mechanical stirring, 

ultrasound irradiation and combined technologies processes were performed for 

two hours at room temperature and 60°C and one hour for microwave irradiation 
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at 60°C. The volume of the reactors varied from 20 mL (microwave reactor) to 

450 mL (combined ultrasound device). Afterwards, the remaining solid was 

recovered by centrifugation (7000 tr.min-1, 15 minutes, R.T.). The supernatant 

was filtered through a 47mm nylon filter membrane of 0.45 µm to obtain a clear 

solution and the amount of sugar was analysed. The acidic solutions were 

separated into two parts, the first was neutralised with few pellets of sodium 

hydroxide in order to reach a basic pH for Total Reducing Sugar (TRS) analyses. 

The remaining part was neutralised with barium carbonate and stirred for several 

hours to attain equilibrium in the mutarotation, and then filtered on Celite® for 

MALDI-TOF analyses. In addition, the solid phase was dried with a vacuum line 

at low temperature to prevent decomposition. The raw material depolymerised 

under acidic conditions was first washed with distilled water to quench the 

hydrolysis and centrifuged (7000 tr.min-1, 15 minutes, R.T.) to recover the 

remaining solid. This procedure was repeated three times before being dried with 

the vacuum line. A mass balance determined the remaining starch after the 

reaction. 

Depolymerisations with ionic liquids 

Each raw material were added to the ionic liquid medium [AMIM]Cl and 

[SBMIM]Cl to obtain  3, 10 or 20-wt% solutions. In order to dissociate the acidic 

function, distilled water (20-wt%) was poured only into the [SBMIM]Cl ionic 

liquid, containing the raw material, in a conical flask with a conical appropriate 

magnet. The solution was irradiated and stirred at 80°C for two hours. Afterwards, 

10 mL of hot distilled water was added to separate the water-soluble sugars from 

the remaining solid. Few drops of NaOH 0.5 mol.L-1 neutralised the mixture with 

acidic ionic liquid. The solution was centrifuged (7000 tr.min-1, 15 min, R.T.) and 

TRS was performed on the clear supernatant. A glucose analysis was carried out 

on the solution containing more than 10% of reducing sugars. The solid phase 

was washed with distilled water, centrifuged as previously and dried under a 

vacuum line to perform the mass balance.  

4.2.2 Syntheses of ionic liquids 

A Liebig condenser and an addition funnel were connected to a three-neck round-

bottom flask containing an olive magnet. The system was closed and flushed 

down with and kept under argon to avoid any side reactions and to keep the 
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system free of moisture. Ionic liquids are highly hygroscopic. The solutions were 

heated with a silicon oil bath controlled with a thermocouple. It is important to 

note that syntheses were performed without any solvent. 

1-allyl-3-methylimidazolium chloride [AMIM]Cl 

The synthesis of [AMIM]Cl is governed by a bimolecular nucleophile substitution 

(SN2), the lone pair of electrons on nitrogen of the imidazole ring attacks the 

alkene, whereas the chloride leaving group is ejected to form the ionic liquid, see 

Fig. 16.  

 

 

Fig. 16.  Nucleophile substitution bimolecular (SN2) of 1-methylimidazole with 

allylchloride to form 1-allyl-3-methylimidazolium chloride [AMIM]Cl. 

 [AMIM]Cl was synthesised according to literature[157] with modifications. This 

ionic liquid might belong to the first generation, although the allyl function 

reduces its viscosity and so it could be considered as a task specific ionic liquid; 

allylchloride was added in droplets onto the 1-methylimidazole in 1:1.25 

proportions. Afterwards, the solution was stirred for 18 hours at 55°C and then 

washed several times with ethyl acetate and cyclohexane. In order to obtain a 

clean ionic liquid, activated charcoal and methanol were stirred with the ionic 

liquid (0.1/1/1 – activated charcoal/methanol/ionic liquid) for 90 min and then 

filtered on Celite® [158]. The ionic liquid was dried under a vacuum line at 70°C 

whilst being stirred to improve the drying efficiency. The water content of 0.1-w% 

was measured with a Karl Fisher Coulometer. 
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1-(4-sulfonylbutyl)-3-methylimidazolium chloride [SBMIM]Cl 

The synthesis of this ionic liquid is performed in two steps (see Fig. 17).  

 

 

 

Fig. 17. SN2 synthesis of 1-methylimidazole on 1,4-butane sultone to form the 

corresponding zwitterion - the second reaction is the synthesis of 1-(4-sulfonylbutyl)-

3-methylimidazolium chloride. 

First, the nucleophilic substitution of 1-methylimidazole on 1,4-butane sultone 

produces the corresponding zwitterion (neutral species that contains both a 

positive and negative charge on non adjacent atoms). Afterwards, a protonation of 

the zwitterion by concentrated hydrochloric acid generates 1-(4-sulfonylbutyl)-3-

methylimidazolium chloride. The pKa is sufficiently low to convert the sulfonate 

group into alkane sulfonic acid (pKa ≈ -2 [126]). The synthesis was accomplished 

according to literature [126] with modifications. Concretely, 1,4-butane sultone 

was added via droplets to the 1-methylimidazole in stoichiometric proportions. 

The solution was stirred for 30 min at 70°C. The white and slightly pinkish solid 

obtained was cooled down to room temperature and crushed with an appropriate 

pestle. The remaining reagents contained in the solid were washed with toluene 

and cyclohexane while solvents were removed with a vacuum oven or line. The 

lowest yield attained was 96%. The next step was the protonation of the 

zwitterion to form the ionic liquid. Concentrated hydrochloric acid (37%) was 

added as droplets to the solid zwitterion within 30 minutes, in stoichiometric 

conditions. The solution was stirred for two hours at 70°C and washed with the 

correct volume of toluene and cyclohexane to remove the maximum amount of 

reagents. In order to obtain the clearest ionic liquid possible, an identical activated 

charcoal protocol was performed [158]. The ionic liquid formed was dried under 

a vacuum oven or line.  
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Fig. 18. Aspect of 1-allyl-3-methylimidazolium chloride [AMIM]Cl on the left-side and 1-

(4-sulfonylbutyl)-3-methylimidazolium chloride [SBMIM]Cl on the right-side after 

cleaning with activated charcoal. 

4.3 Materials employed for depolymerisation 

4.3.1 Ultrasonic devices 

Several ultrasonic devices, with two different irradiation frequencies, were 

employed for the depolymerisation of the raw material. Low (around 20 kHz) and 

high (around 500 kHz) frequencies can generate different effects on the matter, as 

explained in the previous chapter.  

The ultrasonic bath employed was a 5L ‘Kerry Pulsatron’ with a working 

frequency at 24 kHz whilst a 1.3L Digital Ultrasonic Cleaner Eumax® bath 

working at 28 kHz was also utilised to explore the impact of ultrasound when the 

weight percentage of the raw materials was gradually increased. Ultrasonic baths 

provided ‘indirect irradiation’ as the glassware containing the solution is 

immersed in the water of the ultrasonic bath. A critical factor is the position of the 

vessel in the bath vertically (due to the discrete wavelength of sound in water and 

its loss of energy), and horizontally (due to the position of the transducers) for 

maximum disturbances [159]. The temperature of the reaction was measured from 

inside the vessels due to local ultrasonic heating.  

A 20 kHz ultrasonic probe with a 19 mm tip (17W of acoustic power 

provided for 40 electric watts), connected to a Bioblock Scientific Sonificator was 

also employed. A maximum power of several hundred of watts per square 

centimetre can be reached with a 19 mm tip. In this kind of apparatus, the sound 

source is directly immersed into the reaction medium. Thus, the amount of 

ultrasonic power delivered by this apparatus is greater than the one delivered by 
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baths and may subsequently lead to a better conversion yield. However this 

apparatus has been used only on a few experiments as the strong acidic character 

of the reaction media and the material of the horn (Titanium alloy) are not 

compatible (corrosion). One main advantage over baths is the unnecessary use of 

additional stirring thanks to the efficient and powerful horn. However, erosion of 

the tip can occur due to cavitation resulting in the reaction medium being 

contaminated but also affecting the ability to achieve maximum intensity (the 

probe needs to be re-tuned due to the reduced length of the horn from corrosion). 

A 50 mL homemade ultrasonic reactor was designed to perform experiments 

at 500 kHz (acoustic power of 8W was delivered for 25W electric power). Images 

in Fig. 19 show the 20 kHz ultrasonic probe and the 50 mL high frequency reactor 

(500 kHz) used in the experiments.  

 

  

Fig. 19. Low frequency ultrasonic probe with three stages (20 kHz – left side) and a 

high frequency ultrasonic reactor (500 kHz - right side). 

Reproducibility in sonochemistry is also a critical factor, hard to replicate, mainly 

due to how the ultrasonic power is provided and propagated by the instruments 

themselves. The power supplied to the transducer is not considered as the real 

power transmitted to the medium; the transducer cannot convert the entire 

electrical power into an acoustic one. In order to visualise the acoustic power 

delivered to the solution, a simple calculation of the acoustic power provided by 

the instruments was measured regarding to the rise of the temperature as a 
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function of time, namely ‘calorimetric method’. The acoustic power was 

measured according to the standardisation performed by T. Kimura and co-

workers[160]. Identical volumes of distilled water utilised for the reaction were 

irradiated for 240 seconds at a certain electric power. The temperature was 

registered every 20 seconds using a thermocouple placed in the reaction vessel. A 

linear equation of temperature (T) against time (t) could then be plotted allowing 

the acoustic power (W) to be calculated with the following equation (2): 

∙ ∙  
(2) 

where  corresponds to the heat capacity of water (4.18 J. g-1. K-1),  the mass 

of water (g) and  the slope of the linear equation. A table of the acoustic power 

of the apparatuses can be found in appendix A. All ultrasonic reactors were fitted 
with cooling circulating systems to ensure an efficient temperature control.  

4.3.2 Microwave devices 

The experiments under microwave irradiation were performed in a monomode 

synthesis microwave Prolabo Synthewave S402 (electric power 600W). The 

reactors were glassware tubes suitable for a microwave with a 20 mL capacity. 

 

 

Fig. 20. Monomode synthesis microwave Prolabo Synthewave S402.   
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4.3.3 Combined devices 

It has been suggested that combined technologies or techniques may generate 

synergetic effects. Therefore, microwave and ultrasound (with different 

frequencies) combined equipment were employed for the depolymerisation of the 

raw materials. The first example was a lab-made device combining high 

frequency ultrasound and microwave. For this purpose, a 500 kHz piezoelectric 

transducer was placed underneath an adapted domestic microwave (Fig. 21). A 

double jacket mobile Plexiglas® cavity was placed at the output of the 

microwaves to control the temperature as a function of the position of the cavity 

thanks to the water circulation. A temperature profile as a function of time is 

shown in Fig. 22. The entire device was placed inside a metal cage for protection 

against microwaves (Faraday effect).  

 

 

Fig. 21. Adapted domestic microwave with a Plexiglas® cavity filled with water to 

maintain constant temperature. 
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Fig. 22. Temperature profile inside the reaction vessel with the utilisation of a 

Plexiglas® cavity to regulate flow. 

The second device, developed by Prof. Giancarlo Cravotto’s research group 

(Farmacologi di Torino, University of Turin, Italy) combined a professional 

multimode microwave oven (Microsynth, Milestone®) with a low frequency 

ultrasound probe. The use of a metallic horn in a closed microwave cavity leads 

to electrical arches and short-circuits, therefore an ultrasonic probe featuring a 

Pyrexhorn (frequency 20.1 kHz with a tip diameter of 17 mm and acoustic power 

of 17W for 40W electric provided) was designed and fitted (Fig. 23, left side). A 

three-neck round-bottom flask was introduced into a Teflon reactor and 

refrigerated at 0°C with a microwave-inert liquid.  

Finally, the third combined device featured a 450 mL batch system allowing 

simultaneous irradiation with a 20 kHz horn and 3 co-axial piezoelectric 

transducers at 500 kHz (Fig. 23, right side). Additionally, several options were 

explored to solve the critical problem of the immersion of a metallic probe into a 

strongly acidic solution. This device has been developed in close collaboration 

with the company Synetude®, located in Chambéry France, which specialises in 

the conception/design/maintenance of ultrasonic devices for industrial 

applications. The geometry and the physical properties of the apparatus are 

detailed in Paper IV.  
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Fig. 23. Combined devices: Milestone microwave with low frequency ultrasonic Pyrex 

probe (left side) and ultrasonic low and high frequency in co-axial reactor (right side) 

developed by Synetude. 

4.3.4 Hot plate stirrers 

Mechanical stirring experiments were also carried out in a silicon oil bath with a 

Stuart hot plate stirrer SC162, an IKAMAG® RCT basic with IKATRON® ETS-

D4 fuzzy and a Heidolph® MC 3001 K coupled with a Heidolph® EKT 3001 

thermocouple for comparison with the non-conventional activation methods and 

for the reactions in ionic liquids.  

4.4 Analytical part 

4.4.1 Total Reducing Sugars 

The amount of reducing sugars was determined according to the TRS method 

with 1% dinitrosalicylic acid (DNS) reagent based on the Miller technique [161]. 

A sample of 2 mL of the depolymerised solution of starch-based materials was 

added to 2 mL of 1% DNS reagent solution. The resulting solution was boiled for 

10 min after which, 1 mL of a 40% solution of potassium sodium tartrate was 

added in order to keep the coloration of the reaction. The solution was then 
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cooled down to room temperature to quench the oxidation reaction. Analysis of 

the solution was performed with a UV-visible spectrophotometer, Varian Cary50 

Scan or Shimadzu UV-1800, at a wavelength of 575 nm. The concentration of 

reducing sugar was calculated according to a standardisation curve performed 

with glucose (example shown in Fig. 24).  

 

 

Fig. 24. Example of a standardisation curve performed on glucose for the total 

reducing sugar assay with DNS reagent. 

4.4.2 Glucose Oxidase/Peroxidase Assay  

This enzymatic analytical tool allows a quantitative determination of glucose on 

crude materials with little preparation. The method is reproducible, sensitive and 

rapid to handle. Glucose is oxidised into gluconic acid and hydrogen peroxide by 

glucose oxidase. In the presence of peroxidase, hydrogen peroxide reacts with o-

dianisidine to form a brown product, which reacts with sulphuric acid (12 N) to 

produce a pink stable product. The intensity of this pink colour is then measured 

at 540 nm with a spectrophotometer so that a standardisation curve could be 

plotted with the glucose standard solutions provided in the Glucose Assay Kit 

[162].  

Experimentally, 1.0 mL of diluted sample and 1.0 mL of glucose 

oxidase/peroxidase assay together with 0.5 mL of distilled water were incubated 

at 37±1 °C for exactly 30 min. The reaction was quenched with 1.0 mL of 

sulphuric acid (6 mol.L-1) to give the pink colour. A blank reagent was also 

prepared with 1.0 mL of distilled water instead of the diluted sample and the 

identical protocol was applied. The absorbance of the sample was measured at 
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540 nm against the blank reagent. The concentration of glucose was calculated 

with the standardisation curve performed on the glucose standard.  

4.4.3 Matrix Assisted Laser Desorption / Ionisation – Time-of-flight  

The highest rates of reducing sugars were analysed with a Bruker Autoflex speed 

(Bruker Daltonics) Matrix Assisted Laser Desorption / Ionisation – Time-of-

Flight (MALDI-TOF) mass spectroscopy to reveal the composition and the nature 

of the obtained sugars. The Matrix-Assisted Laser Desorption/ionisation 

generates the ions, which are accelerated by a high electric potential. The time-of-

flight separates the ions by the time taken to reach the detector. A mass spectrum 

is obtained thanks to the proportionality between the time-of-flight and the mass-

to-charge ratio of an ion. 2,5-dihydroxybenzoic acid (DHB) was used as a matrix 

with a concentration of 50 mg.mL-1 in water. The size distribution of the raw 

particles was measured by means of a laser diffraction granulometer Malvern 

Mastersizer 2000. The raw materials were coated with Au/Pd and observed in a 

secondary electron mode with a JEOL JSM-6100 scanning electron microscope 

operated at 8 kV. 

4.4.4 Fourier Transform InfraRed Spectroscopy  

Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy was performed on a PerkinElmer 

– Spectrum One FTIR Spectrometer device with a Universal ATR (Attenuated 

Total Reflectance) Sampling Accessory. FTIR-ATR is a versatile and non-

destructive technique for liquid and solid samples without any further preparation. 

The Universal ATR module is appropriated for gels and pastes, convenient for 

ionic liquids as the technique utilised provides information about the surface 

properties. ATR spectroscopy follows the phenomenon of total internal 

reflectance, where a beam of radiation passes through a crystal and reflects from 

the interface. The crystal employed is a DiComp™ crystal, which is composed of 

a diamond ATR (spectral range 45000 – 2500 cm-1 and 1650 – 33 cm-1) with a 

zinc selenide focusing element (spectral range 20000 – 650 cm-1). The main 

advantage of the diamond surface is its hardness and chemical resistance.  
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4.4.5 Nuclear Magnetic Resonance  

Nuclear Magnetic Resonance was employed to determine the purity of the 

synthesised ionic liquids. 1H NMR spectra of ILs were recorded with a Bruker 

DPX 200 instrument (200.13 MHz). Spectroscopic data of [AMIM]Cl and 

[SBMIM]Cl can be found in Paper II.  
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5 Results and discussion 

The aim of this research was to convert potato peels from industrial waste (wet 

potato sludge) into reducing sugars such as glucose with environmental and 

sustainable processes. This industrial by-product is considered as a valuable raw 

material in our process.  

5.1 Can the association of water with non-conventional 
technologies depolymerise starch? 

Wet potato sludge being approximately comprised of two thirds water; the use of 

water as a reaction medium appeared to be an environmental choice. On an 

industrial scale, water is the ideal solvent for its cost, its availability and it is often 

considered as the greenest possible solvent. Water has unique properties such as 

its high dielectric constant (80.10 and 66.73 at 20 and at 60°C respectively[163]) 

which makes it attractive when combined with microwaves. Water is also non-

flammable, non-toxic and renewable.  

First, 3-wt% suspension solutions of the three raw materials (potato starch, 

wet potato sludge and dry potato sludge) were mechanically stirred in water at a 

neutral pH for two hours at room temperature and 60°C to measure the impact of 

rising temperatures on the overall reactivity. A maximum of 60°C was not 

exceeded due to the formation of a paste above the gelatinisation temperature. 

Potato starch starts to gelatinise just above 60°C [19] while the specific 

temperature of gelatinisation depends on the water content [164]. None of the raw 

materials produced reducing sugars, either at room temperature or at 60°C. In 

addition at this latter temperature, in certain cases, there was evidence of 

gelatinisation beginning to occur, rendering the analysis difficult (Paper I – Table 

1, entries 4, 5, 6 & 13, 14, 15). The recovered mass balances also proved the 

inefficiency of the method. Starch is a water insoluble polysaccharide and its 

degradation generates water-soluble saccharides. Usually, identical sugar units 

linked in linear chains are water-soluble below 20–30 degree of 

polymerisation[165] (a sugar unit is considered as 1 degree of polymerisation). 

An identical protocol was performed for microwave and ultrasound (Paper I – 

Table 2, entries 1, 2, 3 & 7, 8, 9 & 16, 17, 18 – Table 3, entries 1, 2, 3 & 7, 8, 9). 

Ultrasound and microwave technologies possess a wide range of benefits as 

previously discussed, such as improved selectivity, shortened reaction time or 

enhanced yields. However in this present case, none of the used technologies 
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allowed the degradation of starch molecules. It should be noted that starch did not 

gelatinise under MWs at 60°C; this has been already shown with authors claimed 

that microwave irradiation increases gelatinisation transition temperatures [166]. 

The microwave irradiation of the native materials (wet and dry potato sludge) 

produced a brownish coloration. This change of coloration has been noticed 

previously [64, 167] and could be explained by two main non-enzymatic browning 

phenomena, Maillard reaction and caramelisation [11]. The Maillard reaction 

involves the heating of amino acids, amines and proteins with reducing sugars 

whilst caramelisation involves the degradation of sugars in water during heating. 

In the Maillard reaction, series of complex reactions lead to the formation of 

flavours, aromas and dark coloured pigments, i.e. melanoidins. These pigments 

were first observed and studied by the French chemist Louis Camille Maillard in 

1912. The complexity in understanding the path of the reactions is due to the 

consecutive and parallel reactions, which leads to thousands of intermediate 

products. The mechanism of the Maillard reaction is still a controversial issue 

with some books being dedicated entirely to the whole mechanism [168–170]. 

However, the mechanism involves two main reactions: (1) the condensation of an 

amino-group with a reducing sugar producing substituted glycosylamine and 

water, and (2) the Amadori rearrangement, which is the rearrangement of the open 

chain glycosylamine in a more stable compound, an aminodeoxysugar, also 

known as the Amadori compound. Caramelisation occurs with excessive heat and 

especially in the presence of ‘hot spots’ in the process. Sugars react on themselves 

in the absence of amino compounds in drastic conditions. The reaction is mainly 

influence by the pH, impurities [171, 172] and the concentration of mono- and 

disaccharides in the solution [173]. 

These first exploratory results emphasise that a catalyst is needed to activate 

the degradation reaction. Starch is hydrolysed into reducing sugars with acidic or 

enzymatic catalysts [174]. From an industrial viewpoint, acids, especially 

minerals, appear to cost less than various enzymes. As previously discussed, the 

loss of activity of an enzyme is problematic for the enzymatic hydrolysis whilst 

short variation of the temperature, pH range or speed mixing parameters can 

rapidly deactivate the enzyme. Advantages and drawbacks of potential mineral 

acids are described in the following paragraph.  
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5.2 Use of sulphuric acid to activate the depolymerisation of starch 
with non-conventional technologies 

The utilisation of mineral acid catalysts in the industry appears to be largely 

employed. Thus so far, hydrochloric, nitric, sulphuric and phosphoric acids have 

been utilised for the acidic hydrolysis of starch into sugars [101, 175]. 

Hydrochloric acid, largely employed in the industry, possesses various drawbacks 

for non-conventional processes. Firstly, hydrochloric acid generates toxic fumes 

and its vapour pressure increases with temperature. Moreover, after the hydrolysis 

the acid needs to be neutralised by an adequate base, subsequently producing 

large amounts of mineral salts. Then, it is typically necessary to desalinate the 

solution for further process using high cost ion exchange resins [103]. Nitric acid 

is a strong mineral and oxidising acid that prevents it from degradation and allows 

graft copolymerisation [176]. The high corrosion potential of nitric acid renders it 

hardly appropriate for an eventual scale up process [175]. Phosphoric acid is less 

aggressive than the other acids with all the qualities required for starch 

degradation. However, it might not be strong enough for the hydrolysis of α-1,6-

glycidic bonds [177] and appears to be more appropriate for lignocellulose 

degradation. An increase of the temperature or pressure is necessary for an 

eventual depolymerisation [177]. Finally, sulphuric acid is a strong diprotic 

mineral acid with low volatility. Hydrochloric acid generated slightly greater 

degradation yields on starch than sulphuric acid [101, 106]. but its hazardous 

character may be emphasised by the increase of temperature and ultrasonic 

irradiation.   

A few years ago [35], the depolymerisation of 3-wt% suspension starch 

solutions was reported at 90°C for 120 min in a 0.5 mol.L-1 H2SO4 solution  under 

low frequency ultrasound. The process was performed in an autoclave resulting in 

a highest yield of 18% of glucose. Although encouraging, this result remains poor. 

In our research, the first ultrasonic irradiations were performed with a 

concentration of 1 mol.L-1 of sulphuric acid at 60°C. Depolymerisation did not 

occur; meaning probably that a higher concentration of acid is necessary to enable 

the hydrolysis. Wang et al. showed that low concentration acid hydrolysis had 

little effect on the α-1,6-glycosidic linkage of amylopectin [102] and that an 

increase of the acid concentration up to 3 mol. L-1 led to 36% of reducing sugars. 

Ultrasound irradiation was chosen to enhance the depolymerisation process and 

compared to the results obtained from the aforementioned research group [35]. In 

addition, we explored the effect of the incident irradiative ultrasonic frequency 
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using a low frequency ultrasonic bath and also a higher frequency ultrasonic 

reactor. Easy to handle, affordable and quite convenient for dissolution, emulsion 

or cleaning processes, ultrasonic baths are common feature in research 

laboratories and became naturally the first choice for ultrasonic irradiation. 

Transducers are placed on the external walls of the bath and operate at low power 

density, below 10 W.cm-2. Usually, the ultrasonic wave is transmitted through the 

bath, filled with water, before reaching the flask containing the reaction mixture. 

Cavitation occurs in the ultrasonic bath and the wave is attenuated at the 

glass/water interface. The intensity is strongly reduced as the waves reach the 

reaction vessels. In order to reduce this loss of intensity, an optimum position of 

the glassware containing the reaction was correctly placed horizontally and 

vertically in the bath. The maximal disturbance, considered as the optimum 

position, was observed while the interfaces of the liquid in the reaction vessels 

and the water in the bath were positioned at the same height. At this point, the 

refection of the wave is reduced. In addition to this, the temperature was 

controlled with a spiral-shaped cooling pipe inside the ultrasonic bath, filled with 

a heat capacity fluid. This coolant possessed a large heat capacity and high 

thermal stability, which provided uniform and constant heat or cooling.  

Despite an indirect irradiation, the ultrasonic bath utilised for the 

polymerisation of the three raw materials generated high yields of reducing sugars 

compared to conventional methods. Results are available in Paper I – Table 2. 

Table 7 summarises our results compared to the ones obtained in the 

aforementioned research group [35].  

Table 7. Depolymerisation of a 3-wt% starch suspension in sulphuric acid for 120 min 

under mechanical stirring and ultrasound.  

Entry Temperature (°C) H2SO4 conc. 

(mol.L-1) 

Reducing sugars (%) Reference 

Ultrasound 

irradiation 

Mechanical 

stirring 

1 100 0.5 81.0a 66.3 [35] 

2 90 0.5 36.3a 18.1 [35] 

3 100 0.3 49.9a 37.8 [35] 

4 100 0.1 36.0a 26.4 [35] 

5 60 1.0 - <1  

6 60 3.0 69.8b 36.0 [178] 

7 60 3.0 100.0c 36.0  
a ultrasonic probe of 25 kHz, b ultrasonic bath of 24 kHz, c ultrasonic probe of 20 kHz 
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The concentration of the acid and the temperature of the reaction are proportional 

to the yield of reducing sugars under both mechanical stirring and ultrasound 

irradiation. Both the ultrasound bath and the ultrasonic probe enhanced 

dramatically the yield of the reducing sugars. Although the indirect irradiation of 

the ultrasonic bath produced a large yield, the utilisation of an ultrasonic probe 

was considered to enhance the hydrolysis. The choice of an ultrasonic bath was 

also governed by the strong acidic reaction medium. Indeed, a 3.0 mol.L-1 of 

sulphuric acid was able to damage a titanium/nickel alloy probe, the main 

constituents of ultrasonic probes. However, the company Synetude® gracefully 

lent us a two-stage ultrasonic probe of 20 kHz. This ‘sacrificial’ probe was 

intentionally used up to its breaking. This risk-taking has paid as the total 

hydrolysis of potato starch into reducing sugars was achieved within 120 min. 

The titanium alloy suffered heavy corrosion due to the sulphuric acid, intensified 

by the ultrasound irradiation. Even if this alloy is a very hard one, it endured tip 

erosion under these experimental conditions. However, the sulphuric acid 

provoked a fissure and corroded the probe, rendering it unusable for a second 

reaction. 

The second type of reactor employed was a 500 kHz ultrasonic piezoceramic 

reactor. Only a few research groups are working with high frequency devices due 

to the necessary investment required to properly operate the equipment and also 

the difficulties in obtaining commercially available materials. At such a frequency, 

radicals are formed through the sonolysis of water molecules. An acoustic 

fountain is formed at the centre of the reactor, thereby producing convection 

fields. The greatest yield of reducing sugars (87.4%) was achieved using 500 kHz 

radiation of potato starch in sulphuric acid at 60°C. The yield was 2.5 times 

greater than under mechanical stirring (see Table 8). It has been shown [43, 48] 

that radical species formed during the sonolysis of water played a key role in the 

degradation of carbohydrates. The authors utilised a radical scavenger to verify 

the importance of the role of the radicals. Formed HO• radicals degraded the 

starch molecules into reducing sugars. MALDI-TOF analyses were performed on 

the potato starch irradiated at low and higher frequencies and compared with 

results under mechanical stirring. The figures can be found in Paper I, Fig. 3 and 

Fig. 6. At low frequency, the peak at 507 g.mol-1, representing oligosaccharides 

with three glycosidic units was the main peak whereas, at 500 kHz, the main one 

was at 734 g.mol-1, with four glycosidic units. This might be of key importance if 

the use of different incident irradiative frequencies may lead to different major 
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oligosaccharides, enabling future potential developments in carbohydrates 

chemistry.   

The second technology employed is microwave irradiation. Rapid heating of 

the system due to the heating from the inner to the outer of the reaction vessel 

increases the reactivity and easy control of the parameters renders this technology 

attractive. This time, a yield of 61% was reached within 60 min with pure starch. 

The reaction time was intentionally reduced to create a balance due to the strong 

energetic consumption of such an apparatus. MALDI-TOF was also performed on 

the reducing sugars and no specific selectivity found with ultrasound was 

observed. It appeared that microwave irradiation enhanced the yield by solely 

reducing the reaction time with a focussed heating. In a previous research [64], 

the microwave treatment on pure amylose in acidic condition (0.45 mol.L-1 of 

HCl) generated 97% of malto-oligosaccharides with one degree of polymerisation 

(i.e. maltose) within 10 min of pre-treatment and 10 min of irradiation. 

Afterwards, these two technologies, ultrasound and microwave, were 

employed on the native potato materials and compared with conventional 

methods. Wet potato sludge and dry potato sludge are composed of starch 

surrounded by proteins, lipids and minerals. The utilisation of a separation 

process can be expensive due to the various steps (washing, grinding, sieving) 

necessary for an efficient recovery of starch [179]. Therefore, these non-

conventional technologies were used to avoid these various steps due to their 

selectivity. The low frequency ultrasound irradiation is mainly employed for its 

higher impact on a heterogeneous medium thanks to its efficient mixing. However, 

a lower yield of reducing sugars from the wet potato sludge compared to 

mechanical stirring showed that ultrasound did not properly mix the medium as 

expected. A relative enhancement of 0.7 implied that the acoustic intensity of the 

ultrasonic bath was not strong enough to release the entrapped granules. The 

relative enhancement of the different non-conventional technologies compared to 

the mechanical stirring is summarised in Table 8 and the reducing sugars yields 

are available in Paper I, Table 1, 2, 3 and 4. A SEM image performed on the wet 

potato sludge indicated that the granules containing the starch molecules were 

surrounded by biomass debris (Paper I, Fig. 2b and Paper III, Fig. 2C). A relative 

enhancement of 1.5 was achieved at high frequency however the yield of 

reducing sugars was terribly low. Although the mechanisms with the radicals are 

not clearly identified, several side reactions are probably occurring. The dry 

potato has an opposite behaviour towards the ultrasound irradiation. The stirring 

effects produced by the low frequency ultrasound degraded the starch molecules 
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into reducing sugars, while the radicals generated at higher frequency were less 

efficient with a tendency to agglomerate the powder and settle down on the 

bottom of the reactor. Indeed, the convection field produced at the frequency 

range cannot stir efficiently the heterogeneous medium. The following table 

represents the relative enhancement of various irradiations in comparison to 

mechanical stirring in identical conditions. 

Table 8. Relative enhancement of low, high frequency ultrasound and microwave 

irradiations compared to mechanical stirring – experimental conditions: 120 min (60 

min for microwave), 60°C, 3-wt% suspension solution in H2SO4 3.0 mol.L-1 . 

 Potato starch Wet potato sludge Dry potato sludge 

US 24 kHz 1.9 0.7 1.6 

US 500 kHz 2.5 1.5 0.9 

Microwave 1.7 0.7 0.8 

Ultrasound and microwave enhanced the yields of reducing sugars from the 

depolymerisation of potato starch, the reference. Potato starch is free of side 

compounds, which entrapped the granules. A relative enhancement of 2.5 with 

high frequency irradiation implied that radicals played a key role in the starch 

degradation. The relative enhancement indicated that the low frequency 

ultrasound irradiation appeared to be more appropriate for the degradation of 

powder material of dry potato sludge, whereas higher frequency generated greater 

yields with the wet potato sludge. From an industrial viewpoint, drying a 67% 

aqueous mixture implies significant energy consumption, thereby increasing costs. 

To overcome limitations mainly due to the different nature of the three starting 

wastes and to the advantages and weaknesses of microwave and ultrasound when 

used alone; their combination in different ways was undertaken to eventually 

reveal any synergetic effect to increase the yield of reducing sugars.   

5.3 Use of combined technologies to enhance the degradation of 

starch and observe eventual synergetic effects 

Due to the low sugar content in the wet potato sludge with the previous single 

mode irradiation, the utilisation of combined technologies to enhance yields was 

considered. A Scanning Electron Microscope showed that the particles of the 

potato sludge were agglomerated with a high particle size distribution. A 

combination of ultrasound and microwave irradiation may enhance heat and mass 
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transfers to improve the granule accessibility to release the starch for acidic 

depolymerisation. It has already been shown that combined technologies reduced 

the energy consumption ten-fold compared to conventional heating systems [180]. 

The principal aim of combining two or more technologies is to observe synergetic 

effects, inaccessible without the combination. According to the Oxford dictionary, 

synergy – originating from the Greek words sun- ‘together’ and ergon ‘work’ – is 

defined as the interaction or cooperation of two or more organisations, substances, 

or other agents to produce a combined effect greater than the sum of their separate 

effects.  

Three combined devices were employed for comparison: (1) a domestic 

microwave combined with a high frequency ultrasound reactor, (2) a multimode 

synthesis microwave combined with a low frequency ultrasound reactor and (3) a 

dual frequency ultrasonic reactor. Table 9 represents the relative enhancement of 

the combined technologies compared to conventional mechanical stirring under 

identical conditions. 3-wt% suspension solutions were irradiated at 60°C in 

sulphuric acid (3 mol.L-1for 120 min).  

Table 9. Relative enhancement of the combined technologies compared to 

conventional mechanical stirring – A 3-wt% suspension in 3 mol.L-1 of H2SO4 was 

irradiated for 120 min at 60±3°C.  

 Potato starch Wet potato sludge Dry potato sludge 

Microwave / US 500 kHz 2.2 - - 

Microwave / US 20 kHz 2.2 5.4 1.9 

US 20kHz / US 500 kHz - 5.6 - 

5.3.1 Adapted domestic microwave combined with high frequency 

ultrasonic reactor 

The results of the first campaign indicated that 61% and 87% of the reference 

material, potato starch, was converted into reducing sugars with a monomode 

synthesis microwave and an ultrasonic reactor of 500 kHz. Following the initial 

experiments, the idea of combining these two technologies proved to be essential. 

The main challenge of combining technologies is to maintain a temperature 

around 60°C with a domestic microwave. The lack of control of a domestic 

microwave renders the temperature unstable. Concretely, the walls of the 

microwave ovens reflect the microwaves, generating standing waves within the 

cavity, called modes. In order to attempt a ‘uniform’ irradiation, microwave ovens 
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are designed for three to six modes. These multi-modes irradiations provide a 

field pattern, generating high and low fields’ strength, known as hot and cold 

spots, which results in a strong variation of heating. Moreover, magnetrons, 

providing the microwaves, are designed to decrease their power-output when the 

temperature rises [181]. Thus, as previously stated, a Plexiglas® cavity was placed 

at the output of the microwaves to regulate the temperature, via a variation in the 

flow of water. A temperature profile of 80°C within 15 min was achieved after 

several trials.  

A relative enhancement of 2.2 (Table 9) on potato starch showed that the 

temperature might have been too high promoting the initiation of the 

gelatinisation process. In addition, this device was not used with the two other 

sludge wastes as both microwave and high frequency ultrasound cannot bring any 

possible stirring effect. Indeed, deposit of raw materials at the bottom of the 

reactor suppresses possible reactions. 

5.3.2 Multimode microwave combined with an ultrasonic Pyrex tip 

The opportunity to utilise a multimode microwave Milestone combined with an 

ultrasonic Pyrex horn (20.1 kHz) within the research group of Prof. Giancarlo 

Cravotto at the University of Turin, Italy, allowed to reach new astonishing results 

on the potato sludge to be reached compared to previous experiments [182]. 

Microwave irradiation enhanced the heat transfer while low frequency ultrasound 

reduced the thickness layer around particles by shockwaves due to the implosion 

of cavitation bubbles. A multimode microwave provides uniform volumetric 

heating, whereas a single-mode system maximises the field at a local point to 

produce localised heating. Multimode reactors appeared to be more appropriate 

for heterogeneous potato sludge.  

Combined technologies may generate unexpected effects, thus the initial runs 

were performed in water for two hours at 60°C. A 3-wt% suspension solution was 

irradiated with the microwave and the ultrasonic Pyrex tip simultaneously. None 

of the raw materials irradiated achieved a greater yield than 5%. Nevertheless, 

SEM images of the dry potato sludge showed that the granules were disrupted and 

that starch molecules were probably released (Paper III, Fig. 3). The low yield of 

reducing sugars indicated the necessity of a catalyst for the degradation of 

amylose and amylopectin. 

Whilst the hydrolysis was carried out in 3 mol.L-1 H2SO4, the yield of 

reducing sugars reached 79, 46 and 57% for the potato starch, wet potato sludge 
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and dry potato sludge respectively (Paper III, Fig. 4). Considered as a bio-

platform molecule, glucose was measured with an appropriated glucose assay. 

The degradation of wet potato sludge under microwaves revealed a higher amount 

of glucose compare to the dry materials. 60% of the reducing sugars were glucose 

for the wet material whereas only 45 and 36% were glucose for the potato starch 

and dry potato sludge respectively. The lowest results were obtained with the 

single Pyrexirradiation, probably due to the low transformation rate of electrical 

power into acoustic power by the material of this probe (17 acoustic watts or 7.5 

W.cm-2). Even so, SEM images showed that the surface of the potato starch 

granules was eroded (Paper III, Fig. 2D). The sonication of the wet potato sludge 

released the granules from the biomass debris and eroded the surface of some 

granules (Paper III, Fig. 2C and 2E).  

An increase of the weight percentage is essential from an industrial viewpoint 

and so the decision to depolymerise a 13-wt% suspension in a 3 mol.L-1 H2SO4 

solution was made. The lowest yield of reducing sugars was once again obtained 

with the wet material. SEM images indicated that the smallest granules were 

resistant to the hydrolysis (Paper III, Fig. 2K), which is in agreement with 

previous observations from literature [183]. Sonication released the granules from 

the other components whilst microwaves enhanced the degradation of the 

granules. Intriguing results obtained from the combined irradiation on the potato 

starch may reveal more certain selectivities instead of synergism. Similar yields 

of reducing sugars between the single and simultaneous irradiations were not 

observed with glucose. For the combined irradiation, more than 97% of the 

reducing sugars appeared to be glucose, whereas only 88 and 54% for the single 

irradiations. This tendency was also observed with the dry potato sludge, but not 

with the wet potato sludge. Observations also show that part of the mixture settles 

down on the bottom of the vessel and that potato peels agglomerate due to the low 

acoustic power of the Pyrexprobe which is unable to stir properly. SEM images 

showed that most of the granules were disrupted whilst the remaining ones 

underwent the first steps of gelatinisation (Paper III, Fig. 2L).  

In conclusion, the combined treatment performed on the potato starch 

appeared to be glucose selective. Although challenging, at low weight percentage 

and in 2 hours, the wet potato sludge was degraded to 46% of reducing sugars or 

5.4-fold over conventional mechanical stirring, so far never achieved.  
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5.3.3 Dual frequency ultrasonic reactor 

The depolymerisation of the potato starch under 500 kHz generated the greatest 

yield of 87% of reducing sugars (Paper I). However, the yields of the native 

potato sludge were significantly lower, due to the absence of a stirring effect at 

such a frequency. Low frequency ultrasonic irradiation induces an efficient 

mixing of a heterogeneous medium and therefore, dual frequency irradiation 

appears attractive for this challenging raw material.  

A dual frequency ultrasonic reactor was therefore developed within a French 

company Synetude®, specialises in the development of ultrasonic reactors. This 

prototype was designed for an active stirring and formation of radicals in a 

selected zone [184]. A 750 ml capacity reactor was surrounded with a double-

jacket in order to maintain a constant temperature with the help of a cryostat. A 20 

kHz ultrasonic probe was assembled underneath the reactor with the direction of 

irradiation from bottom to the top i.e. a ‘cup-horn’ mode: three piezoceramics 

with a frequency of 500 kHz were added equilaterally around a polypropylene-

made base, which integrates the ultrasonic probe. The geometry of the reactor is 

detailed in Paper IV and in Fig. 25.  

 

 

Fig. 25. Dual frequency ultrasonic reactor of a 20 kHz probe surrounded with three 500 

kHz piezoceramics. A hexagonal pattern is visible in the bottom right image. 
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The reactor was designed to obtain the mechanical and radicals effects in a unique 

zone. The quadruple irradiation (ultrasonic probe + 3 piezoceramics) differs from 

previous reactors published in literature, where the irradiations were either 

orthogonal or opposite. While the three piezoceramic transducers irradiated, a 

hexagonal pattern in the shape as a honeycomb appeared on the surface of the 

liquid (Fig. 25). The application of the low frequency sonication provoked a 

geyser in the hexagonal area in which the temperature increased from about 10 to 

15°C at its centre.  

3-wt% suspension solution of potato starch and wet potato sludge were 

irradiated at a temperature of 60°C within two hours for comparison with 

previous results obtained through diverse types of irradiation. It should be 

remembered that a single irradiation of potato starch generated greater yields of 

reducing sugars than with the wet material, due to the complexity of the matrix 

(see Paper IV and Paper I). Here, the first experiments performed with the dual 

irradiation gelatinised the potato starch at 60°C. It is possible the high intensity of 

87.3 W.cm-2 may produce local hot spots with harsh mixing, whilst the 

gelatinisation process would grow and propagate throughout the medium. As a 

result, the gelatinisation may occur more rapidly. In order to avoid any formation 

of paste, the temperature had to be decreased to 37±4°C. However, no reducing 

sugars were measured. The dual frequency irradiation did not depolymerise or 

degrade the potato starch at such a temperature, although the reaction was 

performed in 3 mol.L-1 sulphuric acid. Therefore, the temperature appeared to be a 

significant factor. The innovation of this apparatus and this surprising negative 

result, when comparing with results using single ultrasonic frequencies with 

potato starch, make both the necessity to run a campaign of characterisation and 

optimisation of these prototypes inevitable.  

Strikingly, the depolymerisation of the wet material performed under acidic 

conditions at 60°C within two hours generated an astonishing yield of 48% of 

reducing sugars. This indicated that the combined reactor stirred and 

depolymerised the raw material. The dual frequency irradiation may have 

disrupted the granules containing starch entrapped in the biomass debris (Paper 

III, Fig. 2C). The single irradiation at 500 kHz in identical conditions generated 

35% of reducing sugars, which indicated that radicals had an effect on the 

degradation of starch. It has been previously demonstrated [87] that dual 

frequencies, especially the combination of low and high ones allow an increase in 

the production of cavitation bubbles by decreasing the cavitation threshold.  
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Although initial exploration was tentative in terms of cost, time and technical 

hurdles, the results revealed non-negligible potential for the easy and swift 

transformation of biomass wastes. The main challenge would be to design a 

continuous mode process capable of treating up to 104 tonnes a year.  

5.4 Ionic liquids: appropriate solvent for homogeneous reaction 

media with carbohydrates 

Native starch molecules are water-insoluble carbohydrates due to their semi-

crystalline structure [185] which appears to be soluble in some specific ionic 

liquids [131]. An appropriate ionic liquid has to be chosen with regards to its 

ability to dissolve carbohydrates. The first ionic liquid employed for the 

dissolution of starch was 1-allyl-3-methylimidazolium chloride [AMIM]Cl. This 

ionic liquid possesses an imidazolium ring, a short side chain and chloride as a 

counter anion. Imidazolium-based ionic liquids facilitate the dissolution of 

carbohydrates in relative high concentrations, due to the van der Waals forces 

between the aromatic ring and the hydroxyl bonding present in the sugars units. 

For example, an increase of the alkyl side chain on the imidazolium ring 

decreases the dissolution [6] whereas chloride acting as a counter anion, interacts 

with the hydroxyl on the sugar units and disrupts the hydroxyl bonding network 

to promote the dissolution [139]. A relevant factor for the dissolution of starch in 

ionic liquids is the water content. An increase of water content decreases the 

dissolution process and leads to an heterogeneous medium [186]. The length of 

the substituent alkyl chain on the imidazolium ring determines the hydrophobicity 

of the ionic liquid. As such, the allyl chain of [AMIM]Cl renders this ionic liquid 

extremely hydrophilic. Researches have been performed on the dissolution of 

carbohydrates in other ionic liquids, with a longer alkyl chain [131, 132, 134, 

187], thereby reducing the affinities with water, but also increasing their viscosity. 

Thusly, [AMIM]Cl appears to be the correct ionic liquid for the dissolution of 

starch. In order to obtain the highest dissolution possible, the water content was 

determined with a Karl Fischer Coulometer. Analysis of [AMIM]Cl indicated a 

water-content of below 0.1% or 1000 ppm. A minimum drying of four hours with 

a vacuum line was necessary to reach a water-content below 1000 ppm. Using 

[AMIM]Cl, a 20-wt% solution of potato starch was completely dissolved within 

15 min at 80°C. To achieve the same goal, Xu et al. [137] indicated that 100°C 

was necessary for the same conditions. The increase of temperature suggests 
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higher water-content however the absence of data renders this comparison 

impossible.  

In our previous processes, a low weight percentage was necessary due to the 

heterogeneous character of the reaction media. Regarding the high solubility of 

starch in [AMIM]Cl, a low weight percentage is no longer required. A 20-wt% 

solution of potato starch was chosen and stirred for two hours at 80°C in 

[AMIM]Cl to achieve a total reducing sugar (TRS) of 6%. A 10-wt% reached 6% 

of reducing sugars at 80°C, whereas a TRS of 12% was obtained at 60°C (Paper 

II, Table 2, Entries 16, 17 and 18). The increase in temperature decreased the TRS, 

which suggests that side reactions may have occurred and converted the sugars in 

Maillard compounds. The low TRS can be explained by the absence in the 

medium of strong acidic functions necessary to the hydrolysis, although 

[AMIM]Cl possessed a weak acidity with the chloride counter anion. It has been 

shown that the acidic character of the chloride degraded carbohydrates into 

shorter saccharides [115, 135, 188]. Recently, a study about the physicochemical 

properties of starch dispersion in [AMIM]Cl revealed that heat-dispersion 

degraded amylopectin of potato starch into lower molecular weight [189]. Even 

though starch possesses a high dissolution power in [AMIM]Cl, the presence of 

biomass debris (proteins, lipids, minerals) surrounding the granules in the dry 

potato sludge rendered the utilisation of this ionic liquid unsuitable. It appears 

that the addition of a catalyst to the ionic liquid is essential for a combined 

dissolution and hydrolysis process. Moreover, the high instability of [AMIM]Cl 

with regards to water rendered the application of the process on the wet potato 

sludge as inconsistent.  

A significant advantage of ionic liquids is their ability to be tuned. The 

imidazolium ring and chloride as a counter anion contribute to the dissolution of 

starch in ionic liquids. The challenge was to find the appropriate function 

replacing the allyl chain by a function possessing a strong acidic character 

promoting hydrolysis. An entire sub-family of ionic liquids possesses this 

character: the Brønsted-acid ionic liquids (BAILs). It is worth noting that 

Brønsted-acid ionic liquids are employed for various type of chemical reactions 

[142, 144, 145, 190, 191] while a detailed chapter categorising the utilisation of 

these ionic liquids is available [146]. It has been shown that p-toluenesulfonic 

acid (p-TsOH), a Brønsted acid, was able to degrade cellulose into 50% of 

reducing sugars within 8 hours at 170°C [148]. Used as a catalyst, p-TsOH was 

added to [AMIM]Cl for the degradation of starch species in lower molecular 

weight polymers [135]. The effects of some of these Brønsted acid ionic liquids 
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on the degradation of cellulose in sugars have been studied in existing literature 

[147, 148, 192, 193]. The promising results obtained suggested that BAILs may 

also be ideally suited for starch degradation.  

1-(4-sulfobutyl)-3-methylimidazolium chloride [SBMIM]Cl was chosen due 

to its imidazolium function, the sulfonic acid group separated from the 

imidazolium ring with four carbons and the chloride as a counter anion. The 

synthesis of this ionic liquid was performed in a short time period with a high 

atom economy (Appendix D). Amarasekara et al. [147] employed this ionic liquid 

to degrade cellulose into 32% of reducing sugars at 70°C within an hour. In 

comparison with our results, the degradation of potato starch in [SBMIM]Cl did 

not occur. Starch molecules should be more accessible to hydrolysis due to the 

steric effects of the β configuration of cellulose that are strongly cleaved 

compared to the α configuration. In order to determine the optimal 

depolymerisation temperature, a 10-wt% potato starch was stirred for 2 hours 

from 60 to 90°C. To evaluate the eventual gelatinisation process, potato starch 

was added to a sulphuric acid solution heated to 60°C. As previously mentioned, 

the water-content in ionic liquids is a major factor for the swelling of starch, 

prefiguring the gelatinisation process. No gelatinisation occurred at 60°C, making 

a rise in temperature feasible. Temperature is a relevant factor in the 

depolymerisation process and affects the dissolution of starch. Potato starch, wet 

potato sludge and dry potato sludge were stirred for 2 hours at various 

temperatures which resulted in the greatest yields of reducing sugar of 54, 32 and 

78% respectively being obtained at 80°C (see Paper II, Fig. 3). Water was 

introduced only into the process for hydrolysis to dissociate the sulfonic acid 

function. It is known that water precipitates cellulose leading to a heterogeneous 

solution. Nevertheless, the appropriate quantity of water dissociates the acidic 

function essential for the hydrolysis without altering the starch dissolution. It is 

worth noting that water is required for the hydrolysis as one molecule of water is 

consumed for every glycosidic bond cleavage. A compromise between these 

parameters is essential for an efficient hydrolysis. Hydrolyses of potato starch and 

wet potato sludge were performed with various water-content at the optimal 

temperature of 80°C. The highest TRS of 97 and 43% were obtained while the 

water-content of potato starch and wet potato sludge reached 45 and 33% (w/w) 

(see Paper II, Fig. 5). The determination of the dissolution of potato starch in 

[SBMIM]Cl was performed without water. In the case of hydrolysis, the raw 

material and water were added simultaneously due to the natural content of water 

in wet potato sludge, in order to compare results. It is worth noting that the 
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aforementioned depolymerisation of potato starch achieved almost a complete 

hydrolysis of starch into reducing sugars. Although the preparation of the samples 

was attempted for analyses, the glucose content could not be measured due to the 

inappropriate application of the glucose assay kit employed prior to this point. 

The determination of glucose responds to an enzymatic oxidation, which 

interferes with the ionic liquid. A comparison between 43% of TRS in BAIL and 

9% in sulphuric acid 3 mol.L-1 (wet potato sludge) highlights the suitability of the 

ionic liquid. 

Non-conventional technologies produced promising results in a sulphuric 

acid medium on the raw materials; therefore their application in an ionic liquid 

medium appeared relevant to the enhancement of the aforementioned results. For 

comparison with mechanical stirring, the depolymerisation was performed in an 

ultrasonic bath at 24 kHz. It was shown that ultrasound irradiation reduced the 

dissolution time of cellulose in an imidazolium-based ionic liquid [194]. The 

acoustic cavitation dramatically decreases at 80°C due to the phenomenon called 

‘vaporous cavitation’, which constraints the process to be performed at 60°C in 

order to avoid this parasite phenomenon. Indeed, vaporous bubbles formed in the 

water bath coalesce with the cavitation bubbles causing them to dissipate into the 

water. The raw materials were irradiated for 2 hours at 60°C in [SBMIM]Cl (see 

Paper II, Table 2 and Fig. 4). The relative enhancement of the raw materials was 

particularly low due to the poor efficiency of ultrasonic stirring. The first reason 

for the inefficiency is the weakening of the indirect irradiation of the ultrasonic 

bath, which absorbs the energy. Secondly, cavitation occurs in a liquid where the 

cohesive forces are weak.  

Table 10. Relative enhancement of microwave and low frequency ultrasonic bath 

irradiation compare to conventional mechanical stirring – A 10-wt% solution 

[SBMIM]Cl was irradiated for 60 and 120 min respectively at 60±3°C. 

 Potato starch Wet potato sludge Dry potato sludge 

US 24 kHz 2.3 1.0 5.0 

Microwave 15.3 3.4 22.3 

Due to their ionic nature, ILs possess effective interaction with the microwave 

irradiation. Indeed, microwave activation can occur via a conduction mechanism, 

where ions oscillate under an electric field, resulting in an increase of the 

converting kinetic energy into heat. The degradation of potato starch, wet potato 

sludge and dry potato sludge generated a relative enhancement of 15.3, 3.4 and 
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22.3 corresponding to the greatest yields of 61, 17 and 67 % of reducing sugars 

respectively, achieved within one hour with the [SBMIM]Cl (see Paper II, Fig. 4). 

Once again, the wet potato sludge was hardly depolymerised into reducing sugars. 

This result can be explained by the insufficiency of the microwave irradiation on 

the granules of starch due to the biomass debris. A brown solution was obtained 

with the irradiation of the wet and dry potato sludge materials. This colour 

illustrated the enhancement of the caramelisation or Maillard reactions with 

microwave irradiation, due to the presence of sugars, proteins and heat. This 

colour change has also been observed in the depolymerisation of barley starch in 

imidazolium-based ionic liquids irradiated with microwave at 60°C [135]. The 

mechanical stirring of potato starch in [SBMIM]Cl produced a poor 4% of 

reducing sugars within 2 hours, whereas an hour’s irradiation reached 61%. A 

relative enhancement of 15.3 and 22.3 demonstrated the suitability of microwave 

activation in ionic liquids for the dissolution and depolymerisation of potato 

starch and dry potato sludge, the dry materials, into reducing sugars (Table 9). 

These astounding results support the conclusion that microwave irradiation in 

ionic liquid enhances a mass transfer.  
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6 Conclusion  

The major goal of this study was to convert a high potential industrial biowaste 

into reducing sugars that can be converted into valuable platform molecules (i.e. 

glucose). The valuable reuse of an industrial biowaste appeared challenging in 

regards to the large volume produced.  

This goal was achieved through objectives combining previous research and 

theories, new technologies and tuneable molecules. Three significant results 

regarding to this biowaste were obtained: (1) the efficiency of combined 

technologies towards starch-based biowaste suitable for the industry, (2) the 

observation of glucose selection that are microwave-related and (3) the efficiency 

of the tuneable materials towards a starch-based biowaste.  

Firstly, the intriguing depolymerisation yields of reducing sugars from the 

biowaste with non-conventional technologies (i.e. microwave and ultrasound 

technologies) revealed the potential of this potato sludge. The combined 

irradiations (microwave/20 kHz ultrasonic and dual frequency 20/500 kHz 

reactors) generated the highest yields of reducing sugars of 50% within two hours 

without a preliminary separation process. The microwave/20 kHz ultrasonic 

reactor was able to release the entrapped granules from the biomass debris. The 

development of a novel reactor combining dual effects allowed the biowaste to be 

efficiently stirred and depolymerised up to 50% of sugars. Figure 26 summarises 

the yields of reducing sugars and glucose after various types of depolymerisation 

of 3-wt% potato starch, wet potato sludge and dry potato sludge for two hours at 

60±3°C in sulphuric acid 3 mol.L-1. Microwave activation is truly suitable for the 

dissolution and the depolymerisation of starch in ionic liquids. The utilisation of 

high frequency ultrasound is attractive due to its low energy consumption. Indeed, 

the high frequency piezoelectric transducers generated a large displacement and 

provided low power consumption. 
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Fig. 26.  Yields of reducing sugars (left axis) and glucose (right axis) resulting from the 

depolymerisation of the three raw materials. Experimental conditions: 60±3°C, 2 

hours, sulphuric acid 3mol.L-1, 3-wt%; (a) microwave irradiation for 1 hour.  

Secondly, the dual irradiation combining microwave and ultrasonic low frequency 

revealed glucose selectivity on the potato starch reference material. Indeed, more 

than 97% of the reducing sugars (with a TRS of 77%) were glucose. This 

selectivity was not observed with the dual ultrasonic reactor.  

Thirdly, the selection of a recent task specific ionic liquid consisting of a 

double function, involving the dissolution of carbohydrates and degradation of 

starch molecules due to the acidic function, produced 43% of reducing sugars. 

This yield was obtained with a mass content of 20-wt% and is more suitable from 

an industrial viewpoint.  

These encouraging results allow us to consider a broader approach such as an 

eventual scaling up. Indeed, both dual irradiation reactors provided promising 
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results on the depolymerisation of biowaste. Concerning the dual frequency 

ultrasonic reactor, appropriate alloys (high-performance alloys also known as 

superalloys, e.g. Monel®, Inconel®) proved their efficiency in acidic conditions 

for an eventual scaling up, even foreseeing a continuous flow that is more suitable 

from an industrial viewpoint. The utilisation of ultrasound devices in the food 

industry is already largely employed. For a more fundamental research and 

regarding to the promising results obtained with room temperature ionic liquids, 

the development of combining these ionic liquids with microwave and/or 

ultrasound irradiations has to be considered.   

Further investigation and development should be accomplished on the 

separation of sugars from the biomass debris with supercritical fluids carbon 

dioxide (sc-CO2). This emerging technology contributes to the environmental 

sustainable development and appears to be highly selective on separations. 

Researches on the utilisation of supercritical fluids for the recovery of ionic 

liquids from sugars have started to increase over the last decade possessing much 

promise. Supercritical fluids have become a partner of ionic liquids for their 

recovery and purification.  

As an alternative to fossil fuels, renewable resources possess a high potential 

value. Biomass valorisation tends to be challenging as well as crucial for the 

conception of chemicals and fuels in the near future. As part of the biomass, 

industrial biowaste is widely available throughout the world and possesses a high 

potential resource due to its oxygenated and functionalised groups. The 

complexity of the resources along with the vast inter-connections in the necessary 

and diverse scientific assorted disciplines renders this challenge more 

inspirational than previously thought.  
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Appendices  

Appendix A: Table of the measured acoustic power for the various 

ultrasonic probes utilised.  

 
Probe 20 kHz 

500 kHz 

piezoceramic 

Probe 20 kHz 

Pyrex 

Probe 20 kHz 

Pyrex 

75% amplitude 50 W electric 40 W electric 

Time (s) Temperature (°C) 

0 26.1 17.8 24 22 

20 28.0 20.5 25 23 

40 30.3 21.7 26 24 

60 32.8 22.6 27 

80 35.1 23.4 28 25 

100 37.4 24.4 30 26 

120 40.0 25.2 31 27 

140 41.7 25.9 32 28 

160 44.7 26.7 33 29 

180 46.7 27.5 34 30 

200 28.2 35 30 

220 29.0 37 31 

240 29.7 38 32 

Slope 0.116 0.040 0.058 0.041 

V H2O (g) 100 50 100 100 

Cp water 

(J.g-1.K-1) 
4.186 4.186 4.186 4.186 

Pacoustic (W) 49 8 24 17 
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Appendix B: Error analysis on the absorbance as determined by the 
UV-Visible apparatus 

	 	 ∙ 	 ∙  
 

 Absorbance read between 0.05 and 1.80  
 Length of the cuvette 	 1.00	 	0.05	  
 Constant molar absorptivity   

 

	 	
	 ∙

 

 

	 	 	
	

	 	 	
	

	 	 	
	

	  

 
 
For an absorbance of 0.05: 

	 	 	
0.001
0.050

	 	 	
0.018
2.000

	 	 	
0.05
1.00

	  

 
	 	 0.0546	 
	 	 5.46	% 

 
 
For an absorbance of 1.80: 

	 	 	
0.001
1.800

	 	 	
0.018
2.000

	 	 	
0.05
1.00

	  

 
	 	 0.0508	 
	 	 5.08	% 

 
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	5%. 
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Appendix C: Biofuel consumption from 2000 to 2011 

 

 

Fig. 27. Total biodiesel consumption from 2000 to 2011 in thousands barrels per day. 
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Appendix D: Atom economy and E-factor of ionic liquids 

The atom economy (atom efficiency) is referred to as the conversion efficiency 

of a chemical process in terms of all atoms involved (desired product(s) 

produced).  

 

	 	 % 	
	 	 	 	

	 	 	 	
	 	100 

 

 

The E-factor indicates the greenness of a chemical reaction, including the 

chemicals employed during the process, excluded from the final product. 

 

	 % 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	

	 	100 
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